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IThe Thunderpoje m from the UK market leader of the fastest-
selling high-performance legal base station antenna.
INew centre-loaded, helically wound coil with low radiation angle
— shrink-wrapped for ail-weather protection.
IThe amazing extra performance you expect from the world-famous
Thunderpole range
l"Clti2ens' Band's" own tests indicate that the new Thunderpole HI
is one full S-point better than the original Thunderpole.
(Technical note: This can give you 6db or the power equivalent
of running 16W into a % wave antenna).
IBeefy, bigger diameter radiating element 1.65m long, making the
most of the new H.O. Specifications.
IPrecision-machined alloy base with 3 angled ground planes,
each 2.67m long, cross-braced and incorporating new,
extra-strength, insulated nylon supports.
IBig power 500W — Wide frequency band covering 120 channels
- Low SWR.

■Suitable for all modes — AM, FM, SSB.
■ Pole mounting base to fit ly^in. dia.
IPrlce lust

£2S incl. V.A.T.

iSpecial kits to convert your Thunderpoles I and n into the
latest Mk,III-with new centre-loaded coil available.
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THUNDERPOLE STRIKES AGAIN! "Citizens' Band"
magazine on the fantastic Thunderpole range:
"A well constructed, easily assembled and erected,
excellent performance legal antenna with the added
bonus that it is pre-tuned. The Thunderpole was the
best all-round base station antenna tested, looking and
performing almost the same as the famous illegal
Starduster." (on: the original Thunderpole).

"f/zmAKSRS!
WhydorityoojUMpitiesKip

"On fesf the Thunderpole l^k.m performed
very well and contact was maintained even
when the mobile test vehicle encountered a strong
signal on the next channel in our notorious
blackspot."

andmoKe the p-ipwffh fhectrrfre-
/odded.he/Ka/fyMXfnd

THLWERPOZER'" ^

"In conclusion we consider the Thunderpole HI
to be a strong and well-constructed, top
performance anfenna and, priced at £25, it is
no more expensive than the original Thunderpole.
which must be good value."

THUNDERPOLE ANTENNA U.K. LTD.
a subsidiary of Freeman & Pardoe Ltd.
Tything Road,
Arden Forest Industrial Estate,
ALCESTER, Warks. 849 6ES.
Phone: Alcester (0789) 762 673.

Ask for Thunderpole
at your local CB stockist now.

The Thunderpole design and
name are registered trade
marks of Freeman & Pardoe Ltd.
©Freeman 4 Pardoe 1984
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Formeriy Telecomms

934 Mhz PERSONAL

RADIO EQUIPMENT

NEVADA HL 910R
MASTHEAD PWR/PRE AMP

Gives ihe full legal 8 waits ai ihe

masthead from an in-buiii power
amp plus an ultra-low noise pre-amp

for ullimale receive

performance. £199

I r i r 1 1

CYBERNET DELTA 1
934 Mhz TRANSCEIVER

A super sensitive
set with many

added features

+ £5 DELIVERY
HJ>.AVRmi£

ISII92CT TOStAnsmOPCmiAJ'Si S£S*)

ACCESSORIES
F7M-E Mag. Mount 7 dBi Antenna £49.72

P714R-EGTH MouniTdBi Antenna . £49.72

PA7-E Base Drhnear 7d6i Antenna £67.75

TC12L12 Dement Beam ISdBi Antenna £45

HRA934L in iLie Pre-amp . £1J9.9S

HilA9(X) Masthead Pre-amp £147J0

WB900SWIVPWRMelei £Si72

HP^DehueSWR/PWRMeiei . £89.95

WELZ 2 Way'N" Switch £30.59

Ta4L 24 Elemenl LCtop Yagi 79.00

UHF

MASTHEAD SWITCH
MODEL CAS-A2

Using N' type sockets to reduce
losses this unit allows remote

switching of antennas on the mast- .
fed from one

coax cable. f CSA'95
FreqDC-i2Ghz

OUR NEW 1987 BUMPER

CATALOGUE CONTAINS MANY

PAGES OF 934 Mhz INFO AND

PRODUCTS. SEND IN £2 AND

RECEIVE THE CATALOGUE PLUS

£2 VOUCHER.

AMATEUR

RADIO

I We are approvec

KENWOOD stockists plus
we have a huge selection of ■

HF amplifiers and
accessories.

NEVADA

ACCESSORIES
1  I I

TM27 Anienna Matcher (lOOW).... £12.95

TC2 2 Way Switch (200W) £2.94
PL? 1 Low Pass Filter for TVI £8.50

TC27RX Base Pre-amp £24.00

TC35DX25WampwithTVIFUler. £2i95
I  I

SADELTA

MICROPHONES

BASE MlCS

BRAVO PLUS
Base power mic with crisp and
punchy audio includinn modulation
meter and

roger beep oEr *V

MB30 PLUS
An economy version of the Bravo
Plus without meter

and slide control

ECHO MASTER PLUS
Probably the UK's most popular

base echo mic. A mellow but

powerful sound with dual tone roger
beep and internal ^CA-96
9 volt battery Owww

NEW HAND MICS

ME3 ECHO MIC
The same superb qu.rlity as the
Echo Master

Base mic.

MP2 POWER MIC
Housed in a lightwave super Hitec
case This mic

gives a clean ^ 1 0'®5
powerful audio Cm A

MB4 ROGER BEEP MIC
Same spec as the MP2 but with
switcheable rogei f 00>95
beep facility. oCrMU

MRl REPLACEMENT MIC
Replaces those old fashioned bulky
mics. This one

IS light and easy ^ f >1.95
to hold. £14

EFFECTS UNITS

SUPER PUNCH BOX
A parametric tone circuit enables
super punch to be
obtained from any 0^^.95
normal mic.

EC 980 ECHO UNIT
Puts the famous Sadelta echo onto

any mic of

your choice.

K40

PRODUCTS

K40 DYNAMIC

MICROPHONE
Housed in a rugged case with extra

heavy duty cable
and magnetic ^ £2*95
back clip A 0

K40 MOBILE ANTENNA
Probably the best

selling CB antenna

in the world.

K40 SUPER

MAC MOUNT £14®®
1  I ("p-ip)

PLUSALL THESPJUtESTO

KEEP YOVR K40 COIMC

HOTLINE (0705) 662145



THE V.K.'S LEADING DISTRIBUTOR
ALL ITEMS ARE AVAILABLE FROM OUR MANY UJK. DEALERS OR DIRECT

USE YOUR CREDIT CARD

FOR IMIVIEDIATE DESPATCH

(C.E.P.T) RADIOS

ZODIAC M244
One of the most comprehensive sets
available. Features include: - Scan

Priority Scan. Local/DX, Rx
Senst/jVify, M/c Gam. PA/CB
Facility. Selcall £227
Optional Extra

ZODIAC M144
High quality basic mobile ng with a

super receiver and excellent
intermod performance. Features
mclude:- Ch. SPrionty.
LocaVDX.

Rx Control. Ow A

ZODIAC P2040
A fully professional handheld
' housed in a rugged metal cabinet. A
truly versatile unit with provision for
external antenna, speaker, mic and
•powersupply These sets have
been used by the ^ CACA
army in Sweeden. oE» A 99

DNT CONTACT 40
A super slimline radio with channel
control on OQQ.flS
the microphone. oEr99

UNIDEN 400
A full feature set includes, mic gain,
RFgain, and O OA
tone control. oC» A w9

^ A SEND IN NOW

FOR OUR NEW BUMPER CATALOGUE

. Packed full of the latest products
and fhll info on all out CB,
Amateur and 934 Mhz

equipment.

A ONLY £2 A

(Includes a £2 Voucher)

27Mhz

MASTHEAD SWITCH
MODEL AS-HF2

Now you can run two antennas from

one feeder by using this switch to

select them at

the masthead. f 00*95
Power; 400WP,E.P, £39

»MERCSN

SCANNING

RECEIVERS

NEWMODELSAm

LOWEST PRICES FROM
_ UNIDEN

MODEL 100 XL
HANDHELD

Scanner with 16 channels memory
scan covering selected bands

between 66-512 Mhz. Super
sensitive ^ « 00'99
receiver. OvJ199

MODEL BC 50 XL
Handheld scanning receiver with 10
memories covering selected

bands between f AA.99
66-512 Mhz. 3G99

MODEL 175 XL
BASE

Scanning receiver with 16 channel
memory scan covetmg.- 66-88Mhz.
118-174 Mhz,

405-512 MHz f100'99
NCWLOWPmCC £189

MODEL BC 70 XLT
Pocket size scanner with 20 channel

scan. Covers selected

bands between

66-512 Mhz. £229

SCANNING

ANTENNAS

CTE DISCONE
WIDEBAND ANTENNA

Receive: 70 - 700 Mhz

Transmit: 70 - 500 Mhz

Power 500W

8 Element High Quality OvmO

SSE DISCONE
RX ANTENNA

'70 - 500 Mhz ^^^.95
With 3 Dements iK

40 CHANNEL

CB RADIOS

1 ^1 I ' ^
-UNIDBN 300 Base Station £199.95-

UNIDEN 200 Mobile Radio £99.95

UNIDEN 100 Mobile Radio £69.95

- MIDLAND Hand Portable 77-805 £95.00 -

MIDLAND Mobile 77-104 £65.00

MAXC0M7E Handheld £79.95

"MOCMIAKER Handheld 4-0.4 Watt £79.95"

MOONRAKERMapi Mobile £89.95

DNT HF12^ 3 Oi Handheld .... £49.95

NEVADA

POWERSUPPLY-

PRO - 3
Highest specificaiion fully protected and
stabilized powersupply. To full Bntish
Saltey Standards, giving a genuine 3 amp
continuous (5A surge). This power supply

■ IS idea) for the new (CEPT) radios,
because it has both

overvoltage and short CM 0-95
circuit protection. OV b ̂7
1  1 i— Plus £3 P+P'

njv^a^

'  PkoJ

189 LONDON ROAD PORTSMOUTH HANTS P02 9AE



NEWS FROM THE WORLL

UPDATE
Editorial
It was just approaching 8.10am as the
Editor strode purposefully into the
hallowed halls of Argus Specialist
Publications. The coach had managed
the 30-mile journey in less than 45
minutes. Not bad, mused the Editor, He
tried to work out an average mph figure
for the morning's journey but gave up
after a few seconds. He remembered

why he had not managed his Maths
A-Level. He was OK at addition and

multiplication: it was the other two he
couldn't come to terms with. And

decimals and fractions were a foreign
language to him.
As usual, the lift was out of order and

so he had to drag his small, but perfectly
formed frame up to the second floor. The
office door was a problem to open. It
was jammed closed, locked behind a 3ft

mountain of letters from people
complaining about the last Mack Chat
article.

Eventually, with natural brute force, he
managed to push the door open just
enough to squeeze past and reach his
desk. Ah, yes. The desk. Somewhere
upon the desk lay his Adier electric
typewriter, buried beneath mountainous
piles of paperwork, most of which were
tragically out of date. Throwing caution
to the wind, and with deadly aim, he
swept the papers from the desk straight
into the wastepaper basket, revealing
his trusty AdIer in all its shining glory.
But lo, what was this? Jammed in the

roller of the machine was a piece of copy
paper, headed "Editorial". The piece
began: "It was just approaching 8,10am
as the Editor strode purposefully..,"

Aid for Hospital Radio
During the summer months, a DX group
from the West Country put a lot of effort
into raising funds for a local hospital
radio station.

The M.A.D, Oxers — both members

and friends — took part in a sponsored
walk from Lydney in Gloucestershire to
Weston-Super-Mare in aid of Radio
Lollipop, The group also held an eyeball
at Landsdowne racecourse in Bath

where the cheque for £557,81 p was
presented to the station.

Silver Colt, president of the group, tells
us that they have always channelled
their fundraising activities towards the
Children's Hospital in Bristol, and that
Radio Lollipop gives the children a great
deal of pleasure. Our congratulations to
all its members and friends who took

part.

Delta Bravo Appeal
The recent Bank Holiday weekend
marked the first stages of a fundraising
drive by the Delta Bravos, from
Guernsey.

\
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OF CB

The DBs staged a DX session and,
within a few hours, had contacted over
45 distant stations as far away as North
Wales and East Anglia. During the
DXing, a collection was also being taken
in the Vale Castle car park, supported by
the club's entry in the Battle of Flowers
Puddle lane.

The aim of the fundraising is to collect
a total of £4,500 to by medical
equipment for the Princess Elizabeth
Hospital, They intend to be able to
purchase an ureterorenoscope and a
nephroscope, both of which are used in
the treatment of kidney stones.

Other events also include a jumble
sale at the local Salvation Army hall. St
Sampson's, on 5th October and a grand
Charily Ball at the Carlton Hotel on 31 st
October.

Roadliner (Trevor) said that the appeal
has, so far, raised £510 and donations

can be made direct to the Delta Bravo

Medical Fund Appeal, Lloyds Bank, St
Sampson's.

CMOS Circuits Manual
Heinemann Newnes recently published
the CMOS Circuits Manual by R M
Marston. Invaluable for the electronics

engineer, student or enthusiast, the book
describes the basic principles and
characteristics of CMOS, the most
popular of all digital logic families, and
includes circuits ranging from simple
inverters, gates and logic networks to
more complex counters and decoders,
with a large number of clock and pulse
generator designs.

All the circuits have been designed.

OS
SMANi
^Rston

built and fully evaluated by the author; all
use expensive and internationally
available devices.

CMOS Circuits Manual byRM Marston,
ISBN 0-434-91212-3, Heinemann

Newnes, £9.95.

New Name for Telecomms
As from 1 st November, Telecomms of
Portsmouth will be changing their
trading title to'Nevada
Communications'.

MD Mike Devereux explains the
reason for the change: "Although we
have been trading since 1969 with the
name Telecomms, the name is more

frequently being confused with British
Telecom with our customers and,

therefore, we are reluctantly forced to
move on!

"The new name has been used for

some time on products that we
manufacture in the UK and has been

very well received. It therefore seems a
logical step forward to adopt this name
as the company's trading title."

Mike also tells us that the company
can now offer a Greenpar N-type silver-
plated connector to fit the popular Pope
H100 cable. At their request, Greenpar

have specially manufactured this item
and they are holding large stocks for
both trade and retail users.

In recent years. Pope HI 00 has
become very popular with both radio
amateurs and commercial users since it

offers extremely low loss at an
economical price. The outer diameter of
9,1 mm for this cable meant that many
connectors would not fit correctly.
The new Greenpar N-type sells for

£3,36.
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BACK CHAT

Mega Hurts?
Yes. it's about time we heard from Martin

Wright from High Wycombe again...

With the introduction of the new

frequencies, the grand total of 0.8MHz of
bandwidth is to be used by 149,100
licensed CBers together with the
probable further 300,000 unlicensed
CBers.

On the 1 St of June this year, the RRD
quietly released to the 'Hams' a further
2.5MH2 in addition to the 1145.565MHz

that they had prior to this.
Two whole MHz of this allocation is

nothing short of officially sanctioned
piracy, for the frequencies are 50 to
52MHz in what is. by international treaty,
reserved for European Band 1
Broadcasting.
To quote from the June issue of

'Radcom' (the publication of the RSGB),
this was realised so that the amateurs

would have common frequencies with
their fellows in the USA. and also to ease

the severe overcrowding tht the 60.916
hams find In their 1145+MHz of

available bandwidth!

In the same issue of Radcom was an

explicit article on how to convert the
Ham International Multi-mode OB rig to
50MH2. A very significant feature of this
conversion was the advice that an

adequate level of harmonics/spurii
emissions would be 50dB down on its 12

watts power, an emission power level

MEGA
HURTS
More 934 Please :: Careless Whispers
A DX Spot?

some 3x4' greaterihan these self-same
RSGB/RRD "experts' claim is necessary
for CB rigs. Especially when those
potential emissions fall exactly where
those of CB sets occur. Granted, it was
also advised that the user resorted to the

usual commercially available 'band pass
filter' to give a further 15 to 20dB
suppression. Such filters require no
greater technical competence on the
part of the 'Ham' than the ability to fit a
PL 259 into its socket.

Also worthy of note in respect of
50MH2 is that, in the USA, amateur
usage is almost totally AM and SSB.
Perhaps Mr Pringle of the RRD would

care to explain why the amateurs are
able to use multi-mode CB rigs at their
normal level of harmonics suppression,
a levie regarded as reasonable, in terms
of their obligation to avoid interference to
other services?

Would he also explain why the
amateurs are granted access to
European broadcasting frequencies that
are very much in use with no plans for
broadcasting to cease this century?
Would he also be prepared to justify

the granting of ar?/further frequencies in
addition to the prior 1145.565MHz of
bandwidth to some 61,000 hams, yet
refuses to grant a mere 2MHz of
bandwidth in total for the use of at least

150,000 CBers. Especially when the CB
band 26 to 28MHz is already allocated to
'Land Mobile Services' (general use) but
not used. Or is occupied by other
services that the RRD now claims would

not be significantly disrupted by the
presence of CB. hospital page systems
and radio models in particular.

A final point for the prime benefit of Mr
Pringle concerns the claim he has often
stated that it is agreed international
policy to phase out AM from the HP (CB)
band. Yes, that is correct, however what
he carefully avoids adding is that this
relates to the wide-band AM

broadcasting allocations in the HF band.
Not so that they can be changed to FM,
but to SSB so that more stations can be

accommodated. That particular
proposal to end AM has nothing
whatsoever [o do with the use of narrow

band AM for CB.

Since some 80% of European CB
practice {legally) is with AM, and he
claims that his idea for 'harmonisation' is

the reason for FCC channels, then why
are we not given commonality with the
majority?
For Mr Barrow loW (July issue); Radio

control model aircraft must now be on

the channels granted in the 34MHz
band. Other models, in fact, are granted
only to those frequencies that form the
holes (or Alpha Channels) in the FCC
sequence of channelising.
Any grief inflicted upon radio models

as a result of CB transmissions is due to

the receiver of the model being either
'de-sensed' or 'bled-over' and is totally
the fault of 'junk' equipment on the part
of the radio modeller. Unless, of course,

there is a naughty CBer using the Alpha
Channelsl The probability of radio
models causing grief to CB are remote;
this does not apply to hospital page
systems that generally employ a
modulation depth of some 30KH2 and
are centred 5KHz off the FCC CB

channel frequencies, (thus effectively

CITIZENS' BAND NOVEMBER 1987



bleeding over at least 3 and often 5
channels!)
What with the grief from page systems

and SSB 'skip' the potential usability of
an FM CB service on FCC channels is

bordering on nil.
For some months now there has been

exceptional 'skip' propagation of CB
from ail over Europe, At times, S7 signal
strengths have been noted from SSB
stations on UK channels. Earwigging on
them with an SSB HF receiver (Heathkit
Mohican) revealed few to be using more
than lOwatts PEP, including those
showing S7 on the CB rig. So. it is a total
lie that such interference is only caused
by illegal stations using kilowatt
'burners'.

For the next five years such skip
conditions will be on the increase as we

head towards the next sun-spot maxima.
Its only going to get worse folks!
As I have persistently said, its high

time the RRD got themselves together
with a consistent and plausible act. This
continuing tirade of mis-information, half-
truths, and even downright lies
concerning CB gives them no credibility
whatsoever and only serves to openly
encourage illegal activity in a band that
everyone knows full well to be devoid of
any other significant use. Why won't they
spend their £2m-t- nailing the truly
disruptive minority of music players and
bucket-mouths, instead of busting
responsible decent breakers whose only
desire is freedom of communication?

What is it that makes it impossible for
CBers to use the self-same plug-in
band-pass filters that they advise
amateurs to use if they are, or suspect
they may be. causing interference from
harmonics etc?

More 934 Please
Bill from Plymouth is in desperate need
of more 934MHz contact. . .

We down here are feeling rather
neglected. What I mean is, where are all
the 934 users? We switch on our radio,
and we are talking local all the time.
What we want to hear is more stations

from outside our region. We are only
small in numbers but we are very
enthusiastic.

So come on all you users, swing your
beams to the South West. We will be

listening. And, who knows, we all might
be surprised. And here's one for the
magazine. How about more on the 934
band, projects and know-how. we want
more information please.

Careless Whispers
Freelance from Sheffield writes with a

warning about careless talk. . .

Recently, here in Sheffield, a young
disabled couple have been the target for
all manner of abuse, have had several

antennas stolen from their premises and,
in a recent incident, had their home
broken into and smashed up. Whoever
did it also helped themselves to a much-
prized collection of tapes and records
which the young couple had built up
over the years.
Bad as this (and I suppose I will get

more flak coming my way from breakers

whose conscience I prick!) I believe il's
mainly the fault of many breakers here in
Sheffield who will insist on giving out
details of where they are off to for their
holidays or weekend breaks. This is surely
asking for trouble.
Those that don't, their so-called

friends will do It for them saying "Breaker
A is off to Spain for a fortnight" or
"Breaker B is off to see the Blackpool
lights" etc.

Just why can't these big-mouthed
breakers keep this knowledge to
themselves? They say they are friends of
these unfortunates who get this hassle
— but are they?

I think just the opposite!

ADX Spot?
Red 27 writes from PO Box 8. Redcar,
Cleveland with a suggestion and an
offer. . .

Firstly, I am glad to see that the CB
magazine is still running as so many of
the other CB mags have now ceased to
exist, and the articles in the magazine
are interesting and moving into new
fields.

I would like to suggest a new article for
your magazine. This article is popular in
other radio mags such as Practical
Wireless and Short Wave Magazine and
is called in these magazines "On the Air"
and "Seen and Heard". People would
write in with the DX copies they have had
or a good network going over a certain
period of time to be published in the
column. 11 would give people a chance
to show what and where is possible with

CB DX and a chance to become famous

and have their handle/callsign in the
mag. Practical Wireless does do a
similar column for 934MHz CB, but this is

small and only has one or two
contributors and no sign of 27MHz CB, I
would be pleased to contribute to the
new column as I often go portable on the
local hills and get some very good DX on
ground wave; over 150 miles has been
worked,

Over the past few months, 1 have been
combining a list of CB OSL club
addresses and nowthere i^over ICQ
clubs on file. If there is anybody
interested in the list, could you please
send a stamped addressed envelope to
the above address for a copy of the
letter.

Finally, keep up the good work and I
look forward to seeing the reviews of the
CEPT band rigs as they come out.
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MAIL
ORDER

STABILIZED POWER SUPPLY 12 AMP

INPUT 220-240V. 50Hz. OUTPUT 13,8V.d.c

OUTPUT CURRENT 12 AMP Max. RIPPLE AT MAX LOAD

lOOMV. CONNECTION 4mfn. BANANA SOCKETS.

DIM:- 240xl95xll0mm

FUNKMASTER

7160 SPEAKER.
5.5 02 MAGNET

3'/2"fix cone. en.

NOM POWER 4w.

SPMiOOOSWR P<

METER & MATCHER

SWR POWER RANGE Iw, lOw. lOOw.
FREQ. RANGE 1.5 to 144 MHz,

MATCHER RANGE 25-40 MHz.

IMPED son. SIZE: 130x69x32

CHARGER for lOxAASIZE
NICKEL. CADMIUM BATTERIES

INPUT- 240v/50Hz.

OUTPUT; I2V-I.2VA /

STABILIZED POWER SUPPLY 3-S AMP
INPUT 220-240V. SOHz.

OUTPUT l3.8V.d.c OUTPUT CURRENT 3 AMP Max

RIPPLE AT MAX IDAD lOOmV. CONNECTIONS 4mni

BANANA SOCKETS. DIM:- 175x140x90.

STABILIZED
POWER SUPPLY.

240 VoR/SOhz Input.
RUAyUMutrd In U M

Ofp OH XHI'

U1.TIMATI-

STABILIZED POWER

SUPPLY 5-7 AMP

INPUT 220-240V, SOHz

OUTPUT l3.8V.d.c. Norn.

OUTPUT CURRENT 5 AMP. Max

RIPPLE AT MAX LOAD lOOmV

DIM:- 175x140x90

MOONRAKER MAJOR power
OUTPUT 4 WATT MAX (AT l3.8Vd,c.

40 CHANNEL MOBILE C6

TRANSCEIVER. t.oy.95

FM27

TYPE '/. J

FREO 17 MHj

POWER SOOW

RADtATOR HOOmin

MOONRAKER

MASTER HAND

HELD

TRANSCEIVER
TRANSMITTER POWER

OUTPUT 4 WATTS IN

HI 0.4 WATTS IN LOW

EMISSION F3E(FM)
RECEIVER FREQUENCY
I CRYSTAL

CONTROLLED PLL 40

CHANNELS IN THE 27

MHz. CITIZENS BAND

OUTPUT 0.5W MAX ai

80hm LOAD
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MACK CHAT

LET'S BE
FRIENDS

Mack the Hack, amongst other things, takes a closer look at
dischord between national CB organisationsZero hour or 0001,

September 1st 1987, The
new frequency Uniden
was switched on, tuned

to channel 19 and a call

was put out. Instantly a
station returned. HB 13 (Harry-QTH
Stratford) was the first station that I
worked on this first day of the new
frequency. We QSYed to a clear channel
and we were soon joined by other
stations. API (Tony) of Tottenham whom
I have spoken to many times on
934fvlHz, fv1015 (Paul) Potters Bar, and
DC 86 (Dave of Swanscombe) yet
another 934 user. I nattered to these

people for about 30 minutes and would
have done for much longer, but I was
tired, I'd had a hard Bank Holiday
weekend, I'd broken the ice on the new

bands so I QSyed to my bed.
For the last few evenings I have spent

many hours on the new 27, It has been
good so far. I will talk to anyone and I
don't ask what rig is being used but it
seems that there are many people out
there that have pulled their naughty rigs
from out of storage to come on these
frequencies. It is quite easy at times to
tell by their transmitted signals, with
over-the-top audio and even some off
frequency. Roger bleeps also, of course,
are a dead giveaway. There have even
been stations up on the AMs trying to
talk to me and others but, of course, we
find it difficult to understand them or

what they are saying.
As I write this, five days into the new

band, there are still strange carriers on
the frequency. It is believed that they are
caused by hospital paging systems but
we cannot be sure. They should not be
there, I was told by the interference
complaints department of the RRD when
I spoke to them on the landline. Log the
times, dates, and if possible sources
and send this to the department and
they will investigate, I was also told. As
for the users themselves, they seem to
be behaving, although I have been told

of a couple of cases of wallying about,
but I have not heard any so I'll keep my
fingers crossed.

It has been mentioned through these
pages of this magazine and by some
people over the airwaves that the
formation of one national CB

organisation for this country and one
voice for the many thousands of CB
users is needed, fvlaybe many would
agree with these ideals but, and it's a
very big but, whose would this voice be?
NATCOLCIBAR, MSGB, or ABCB?
Perhaps a combination of all of these
groups would be an ideal answer but not
a practical one. Why not you might ask?
Although each of these groups and their
officers have their own ideas of how they
would like to see one national

organisation run, and it seems that they're
doing a good job as individual
organisations, alas they do not see
eye-to-eye on many issues. During a
recent telephone conversation with the
guvnor of one of our leading CB outlets,
it was discussed that of the so-called

user groups that attend the meetings
with the DTI, who do these user groups
represent? Are they the voice of the
thousands of people that own and use
CB?

This was the task that I took upon
myself to find out. When visiting the CB
mag office I randomly grabbed a
hundred or so replies to the last readers
surveys. On this, you may recall, was a
request for information of clubs that you,
the readers, belonged to. Many
answered that they did belong to local
clubs but only a few replied tht they were
members of national organisations. Of
the seven groups that attended the last
DTI meet I know of the involvement of the

934 Club Ul' and the Scottish

Association of CB Clubs, So I

telephoned the four that mattered and
spoke to Ian Oliver (MSGB), Peggy
Tapper (NATCOLCIBAR), David Daniel
(ABCB), and Roy Williams (MSGB Ltd).
Through these pages you will have read

of the activities of these groups and. as I
said, some of these groups do not agree
with the policies of the other groups.
The ABCB is a sort of breakaway from

NATCOLCIBAR, MSGB Ltd broke away
from MSGB although MSGB (not Ltd) is a
member of NATCOLCIBAR. All these

people 1 spoke to confirmed that they do
represent many of your local clubs from
other parts of the country and, since my
telephone conversations, I have been
sent literature presenting the
organisations' constitutions and, from
MSGB, copies of newsletters they send
to their member clubs. Each of these

organisations satisfied me that they are
dedicated to the hobby and its users.
But it's a pity that they have their
differences.

How well do you know your power
supply and do you trust it? Having spent
lots of money for a rig on the new band
or maybe even in the past having
invested in other equipment, did you pay-
much attention to the purchase of your
power supply? Did you, as many people
do. spend as little as possible for a unit
that converts mains power to the 13,8
volts required to work your rig, I
purchased a 'cheapo' power supply
once: there was I chatting merrily away
one day. Bang! The rig went dead and
smoke belched from every hole and slot
of the radio. The cheapo power supply
had decided to give my beloved CB
more volts than It could handle. The

result was an expensive repair. Since
then I have been very shy of power
supplies and prefer a car battery or two
with regular charging. But, even if I
distrust them, there are available now
fully protected supplies that it is claimed
by the makers will not overload and
damage your rig and accessories. So,
maybe one day I might pluck up
courage and be tempted to purchase
one of these. But the moral of this tale is;

don't buy cheap supplies and only
purchase, from a reputable source, a
reputable make.
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WUOWtEN

HORROR
The very first CB horror story,
as 31st October looms...

The headlights danced
across the hedgerows as
the car dashed along the
country lanes. Jeff had
always liked driving at
night, especially along

lanes like these. You could drive as fast
as you liked with no chance of meeting
anything coming the other way. not when
you would see the lights at least a
quarter of a mile ahead, and It was
always so quiet.

I must try this new rig, Jeff thought to
himself as he switched it on. He had

bought if for twenty quid at the eyeball
that weekend and hadn't had a chance

to try it out properly with the car moving
and it was a bit of an unknown quantity.
Nobody down the club had ever heard of
a manufacturer called Spectre and,
come to think of it, nobody had ever
heard of the breaker he bought it from.
What was his handle? "Asmodai." Funny
looking bloke, very pale skin.
Then the Peace was broken.

"Silver Fox. You on the one-four?",
followed by a weird-sounding roger
bleep. Jeff picked up the mike and
spoke.
"Breaker calling Silver Fox come back

..." Again he listened and then.

"Who you calling. Silver Fox?"
"Well, you I presume, how you doing

Boatman?"

"Not so bad. but I didn't call you. Or
anyone else for that matter, in fact it's
dead quiet on channel tonight. Haven't
heard a sould for hours."

"Are you sure? I could have sworn
someone called me."

"No not me mate. You're bloody
hearing things, I'm just off to bed
anyhow, I can't handle these late nights,
especially now they're drawing in."
"Hearing things! Cheek."
"All right suit yourself but you're the

one who's cracking up! Ten ten, Were
gone. . ."
"Cheeky sod," Jeff muttered to himself
as the car rolled to a halt outside a small
oottage at the bottom of the lane.

Picking up a briefcase from the
passenger seal and the keys from the
ignition Jeff walked to the house, opened
the door and entered the comfortable

but dark interior of the cottage.
It was a spacious but cosy, open-plan

house, though it could hardly be
described as tidy. Obviously the mark of
someone who lived alone.

"Must get some heat on," Jeff spoke to
himself as he went to the fricfge, pulled

out a can of beer, opened it and took a
mouthful of the refreshing liquid.

After lighting the fire, he went to the
table where he left his briefcase and.
opening it, took out two packets of
batteries. Going to the cupboard he
removed an old dusty 'walkie-talkie' and
after briefly wetting his finger and
cleaning away some of the dirt from the
green LED display, he opened the cover
and carefully installed the batteries in the
back of the handheld machine.

Switch on and see if it still works after

all this time... What was that? Jeff

heard a noise. A roger bleep?
He turned up the volume on the radio

in his hands but the airwaves were silent.

"Boatman was right, it is quiet tonight,
dead quiet!" Then he heard it again but
this time he realised it wasn't coming
from there at all.

"It's coming from outside. The car?"
Looking outside he cursed as he saw

it was just starting to rain and he thought
to himself how he hated these autumn

nights. Wearily he went outside thinking
to himself that perhaps it would have
been a better idea to have wired the new

rig through the ignition after all.
As he switched the rig off and put the

mike up on the dash top. he thought that
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he really ought to get round to fixing
somewhere to hang the thing. He closed
the door and went back inside just in
time to avoid the start of the heavy rain.
He took another swig of the beer, picked
up the walkie-talkie and, checking that it
was switched off, placed it in the
cupboard, then went to the TV.

Just as he was about to turn it on he

became aware of a bright patch on the
wall above him.

He went to the window and, there
facing the house, sat the car with its
headlights on. This time it was raining
properly so, getting a coat, he opened
the door and rushed across to the car.

As he opened the driver's door the
handle felt strangely cold and there
inside he found the microphone cord
looped round the stalk switch that
controlled the lights.

It seemed hard to believe that the

weight of the mike falling off the
dashboard could do that but he

unlooped the lead and put the mike on
the seat instead.

Closing the car door again, not
bothering to lock it because he was
already getting wet; besides, he thought
to himself, who would be out here at this

time of night? He then ran back to the
house, got to the door and .. .
"Damn!" The door was closed. It must

have shut as he rushed out. He did,
however, keep a spare key in this coat
so dripping with rain he fumbled around
in his pockets in the dark. As he tried to
locate the key he cursed.
"Need some bloody light out here!"

And lo and behold it lit up. Looking
round at the car, the lights were on and.
as Jeff winced under the flood of the

illumination, he heard that roger bleep
again, this time it was definitely coming
from the car. He strained through
squinting eyes to see who was in the
vehicle as his rain-soaked, matted hair
obscured his vision.

"Who's there?" he gave an angry
shout but he could only see shadows as
his eyes were blinded by the powerful
lights against the darkness.
"One-four Silver Fox," followed by that

strange metallic roger bleep. He started
to walk to the car to investigate, all the
time turning his head away to try to avoid
the almost unearthly glare. He certainly

didn't realise his lights were that
powerful.
"Now look, who's there? I'm tired of

this!" Then the engine roared to life and
the car was moving, accelerating
towards him.

He dodged but, as he did so, the wing
just caught his knee and he felt an
intense pain as his kneecap cracked
and blood mingled with the rainwater
that already soaked his trousers — and
then suddenly it all went very black.

Prone

As he came to, he found himself prone
on the wet ground and thought he must
only have been out for a few seconds for
he saw the car now facing away from
him skid to a halt just short of the house,
and there it stood, engine still running.

For a while, all he was aware of was
the fall of the rain on his face and the

water as-it soaked through his clothes to
his very bones. He clenched his fingers
against the ground and he felt the mud
squelching through them.
Then the engine screamed again, the

rear wheels spinning, throwing up great
sheets of muddy water from what was a
nice, hard-packed dirt drive but now
looked more like a mud bath. As Jeff

drew himself up from the sodden mire,
the wheels su^ldenly gained traction and
the car shot towards him. But now he

was ready. Now the adrenalin had had a
chance to get round his bloodstream he
was no longer surprised. He lurched to
the side as the car splashed towards
him, knowing that if he could just stay
there it would miss him.

Then just before it passed him, the
driver's door swung open. He tried to
jump again but, instead of lightning-fast
reactions, pain shot through his leg as
his knee failed him and the open door
caught him hard in the chest and carried
him along.

Inside the car he could now see a thin

cloud of smoke, illuminated green by the
LED on the rig as a faint smell of burning
rubber drifted from behind the

dashboard, but no driver!
"You know you can't beat me. Silver

Fox!" came the metallic voice from the

rig, followed by the now-fomiiiar roger—
bleep.
The movement of the car caused the

glove compartment to fly open and a
flurry of audio cassettes, maps and a
torch fell onto the passenger seat.
Then, realising that it was the rig itself

that had somehow been doing this all
along, he siezed his opportunity and
stretched across to grab the torch. He
viciously attacked the rig with the hefty
torch, smashing the plastic surround as
the speaker exalted a peal of inhuman
laughter.
The he realised.

The wiring I If he could only disconnect
the power! The rig continued its ghostly
metallic laughter as he reached behind
and grabbed the lead that supplied the
power to the set, and wrenched with all
his might.
As he gave an insane tug on the leads,

he felt it give and an intense shock
coursed through his body as he felt the
full jolt of the battery and passed out
again.

This time he must have been out for

longer, for when he woke up the car was
no longer moving, the engine was silent
and all the lights were out. The rig was
hanging loosely from half of its mounting,
one tug pulled it free and it came away in
his hand, the wires blackened and torn,
hanging from the back.

Jeff climbed from the car, noticing that
the rain had also stopped and threw the
now wrecked rig into a puddle where it
hissed gently as the water flooded
through the warm insides. As he walked
away from It, a faint green smoke drifted
slowly from the smashed machine.
He found the key in his pocket and

stumbled through the door into the
untidy room beyond, peeled off the
sodden jacket and dropped int onto the
floor where it made a nasty damp patch
on the carpet. He collapsed into a deep
comfortable armchair and it was only
then that he noticed the calendar on the

wall as he fell into a deep sleep,
mumbling subconsciously.
"October the thirty-first. . ."
Purely by coincidence channel thirty

one was the channel number glowing a
dim menacing green through the part
open door of the cupboard across the
room. ..
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FOR THE SERIOUS ENTHUSIAST OR TECHNICIAN
Note — these boards are supplied with full fitting Instructions but require a reasonable working
knowledge of CB radio and some technical competence. A fitting service Is available If required.

We recently came across a range of add-on products whose
performance and quality Impressed us so much that we
commissioned a range of boards for distribution on the spot. We
are pleased to present a selection here. Our manufacturer has
been developing a range for the amateur market since 1976 and is
the market leader In 'add-ons' In his field. We guarantee you will
not buy better products at this price.

SPECTRA FILTER SF-10.7 — for Wose annoying 'bl«0 over'

FREQUENCY MODULATOR — FM 100 — 8asiC Speecn processing
add on (or problem radios wderetne quality of FMspeecfi is muffled.
Especially suitable fortne Ham International range. Produces sharp
clear modulation. CO.OO

PRE AMP —RP 105 —This IS a fully assembled boied unit, RFand
OC switched, upio 20 db gain, lOOw power capacity. EspKlally
suitable tor SSB use sirKe its designed to eliminate drop out problem
encounieiedon sideband. A high quality unit. <29.VS

noylng'b

de

AM-FM or AM-f,M-SSa sets using a PLL 02A fC £12.50 SY

NOW"
WAffbRO

js.Thtsfll

crease sensmvrty. FM reception like you've rsever heard before.
SYNTHESIZERCONVERSION —SC02A —Addsuxiegaiaoto without doubt the best we've llslenecl to. fit.

SYNTHESIZERCONVERSION — SC106 — Adds UK I
AM-FM or AM FM-SSB sets usinga MC 14506 Of MB 8719the standard 10.7 ceramic and r^iices adjacent channel 'bleed over'

lE.',! 0yasta99ering9S%IU$esa2polelllterandmatchlngcln:ultsultable ^ ^
'>1^' for all FM units. <9.50 P'^rONE — PT 1005—End of message bleep tone suitable (or all

A 6 pole crystal unit Is atpresent under constroalon for extreme types of radio
cases, which reduces unwanted signals by 300 times or more. There Is

"tPI no distortion or sensttivrty loss with either unit.
, FREQUENCY MODEM — FM 455 adds FM to AM radios with a
\ 455 Khz IF. Can be used with most transceivers. Insirualons supplied
lor Mascon^lori. Cobra, Midland etc, chassis. Jaws. GE, AR7 and
oirters. <12.95

TheUK

CAinsle

NTHESIZER CONVERSION — SC 26L — Gives new legal 40
legal40 to European channels for all UKradlos usinga U:7I36or 7137. Uses a
IC £12.50 with direaVCOreadingto givenegligible spurious outputs. Unlike

many of the cheaper conversions avaiabie. gives performance
equpvalenttotypeapprovedradios. E22

r- . , . SYNTHEIIZBRCONVEHSION —SC26T —$amespecasSC26l!f^'?®®7'^'7tde«gnedbyourtnanufacturMin butdesignedfor Audlollne-Unidenchassls. ClE
1979, this was Ihe original commerciallyavailable Kaytone.Adiusiable . _
level pitch and speed <10.50 JUSTIN-HANOSFREEBOOMMIKE WITH SWITCH SYSTI

^  _ TelephoneoperatortypeheadfittingwithadjustablemlkeandTUNETOI9E — TT 100 — Musica signal simlllar to Kaytone bm with separate control unit. The speech quality Is superior to most standar
nine available notes to create a distlnnive sequence or melody £11.50 ,jaio mikes and the unit allows the opeiator to drive safely leaving
NOISE SOliELCH — NS 1000 — Eilmin^tes bAcKOfOund rtoHf both hands ffee. State fadio make and model when orderfng. (23
squefch noise bursts. Allows recepiron of very we<*>k docs not

3 SPECIAL BOOKS AT SPECIAL PRICES.
All 3 titles are published by the highly respected NEWNES TECHNICAL LIBRARY and all 3 deal with the
j^varlous aspects of British CB, its uses and Installation and its servicing. The authors are all experts in their

field and.this series is highly recommended as being both informative and excellent value for money.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS — CB RADIO by FRED JUDD, 102 pages.
Cofrt artund 150 qI inerctr canvncr gueria rcganfnd boHi 27UHi an] 934 ard i;s and procedures cxiuding mcrbig range AM & SSB use (fciniDon, ERP, contrcb or
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PUBLISHER S PRCE £3.95 — AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY FROM US AT-*

THE UK CB HANDBOOK by ALAN AINSLIE, 150 pages
A me lecfnc4 an) ei deptb cowrage estcciaAr iusiiaied and rRonrimded Carprebensirjly ccws CB backgrpud ard futory n the USA and Uk AM and PM
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speakers 10 cede 0 code proircs. CS feigci a latie
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SERVICING UK CB RADIO by MICHAEL TOOLEY, 259 pages
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UNIDEN SERVICE MANUAL

Both these type approved models in stock. Both
units are of the usual high standard. We've come
expea from this manufaGurer. Boards are Identica
404 unit is sifver/black fascia. 400 unit is all black.
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New type approved unit, with volume, squelch,
channel 9 and channel scan seleaor. Nice quality
rad(o,especlally sensitive receiver.



MAIL
ORDER

\  \MJQNI^R

MOONIMER

STABILIZED

POWER SUPPLY
240Voit/SOKz Input.

AMP

MAfiulacturcd In U.K

ON THE
ULTIMATE

M(

HE.

OU

X RIF

MOONRAKER GOLD STABILIZED POWER SUPPLY 5-7 AMP
HEAVY DUTY TRANSFORMER INPUT 220-240 V, 50 Hz.OUTPUT 13.8 V.dc.
OUTPUT CURRENT 5 AMP
LOAD REGULATION .06% (TYPICAL).

RIPPLE .005% (TYPICAL), SHORT CIRCUIT PROTECTION

INTERNALLY FUSED.

UUirui l.».0 v.u<..

OUTPUT CURRENT 12 AMP.

LOAD REGULATION .15% (TYPICAL).

RIPPLE .015% (TYPICAL).

SHORT CIRCUIT PROTECTION

INTERNALLY FUSED.

£79.95

MJONRiKER

MDONRAKER

POWER SUPPLY
240yolt/50HZ Input.

Manufactured In U.K

AM-FM-SSB

LI 00 POWER AMPLIFIER
FREQ RANGE: 25-30 MHz. ^
POWERSOURCE: 12-I4VOLTS. /T^^O Ac
CURRENT DRAIN; 3-4 AMP W ,70
RF INPUT POWER: 1-4 W.

RF OUTPUT POWER: 50 WATT AM/FM 100 WATT SSB

4r MOONRAKEQ
B ALL PRICES SHOWN INCLUDE P&P.
— PLEASE SEND ME;- (USE SEPARATE SHEET IF YOU NEED MORE ROOM).

TO:- MOONRAKER MAIL ORDER. UNIT 197^^
BRITANNIA ESTATE, LEAGRAVE ROAD, ^
LUTON LJU3 IRJ. Tel: (0582) 453002.

ITEM QTY

ITEM CTY

ITEM QTY

ITEM QFY

I enclose cheque/P.O. payable to MOONRAKER for £.

NAME

ADDRESS

PRICE

PRICE

PRICE

PRICE

AM-FM-SSB

UO POWER AMPLIFIER

TICK BOX. So

EXPIRY DATE

□ CARD No.

.SIGNATURE.



HEATHERLITE
PRODUCTS

HANnS-FRFF MIPROPHONES.
LICKTWeiGHT flEXIBLE

. HEADSAfiD/ NECKBAND

ELECTRET CONDENSER
MICROPHONE

2ra. LEAD

MIC. CAIN CONTROL PREStI

ON/OFF SWITCH

L E 0. ON SEND

l-ZSm LEAO MULTI-CORE-UBLE.

SUPPLIEOS FITTED Wl

INLINE MIC. SOCKET LEAD TO 12V POSITIVE

LEADING MANUFACTURERS FOR

THE AMATEUR RADIO MARKET

HAVE SPECIALLY DEVELOPED

THEIR UNIQUE STYLE

OF MICROPHONES FOR ALL

C.B RADIOS.

PRICE COMPLETE

£24.

WHEN ORDERING PLEASE

STATE THE MAKE OF YOUR

RADIO

FOR POSTAL ORDERS ADD

£1-S0

O TOP QUALITY ELECTRET COHDEMSER MIC. ON FULLY FLEXIBLE LIGHTWEIGHT DOOM HEADSET,
O 60CI/.-2K IMPEDENC-: VARIABLE MIC GAIN CONTROL.

O METAL CONTROL BOX FOR CB RADIOS WITH ON/OFF SWITCH. LE-D ON SENG,

©READY PLUGGED TO SUIT YOUR C.8 RADIO.

©COMPLIES WITH THE NEW HIGHWAY CODE RECOMMENDATIONS.

HAND BUl{Y IBRITISH MADE

Manufacturer of Power Amplifiers & Microphones

1 =r/=RL£Y BUSINESS CENTRE. ST. NICHOLAS ROAD. BEVEBLEY, N. HUMBERSIDE.

TELEPHONE; C:32 Q71752

BINDERS

For your Valuable Collection of
CITIZENS BAND

MAGAZINES

'Smart 'Easy to use 'Top Quality

To ASP Readers Services. PO Box 35, Wolsey

House, Wolsey Road, Hemel Hempstead. Herts
HP?. 4SS (0442-41221).

Please supply Citizens Band Binders (»< £5.95 inc. P&P
Total £ (Please make cheque peyable to ASP Ltd.)
Years Required — 198 ... ISB.... 198.... 198...

Name

Address

Please allow 21 days delivdfy

f E5.95 \
J  inc I

SMJ ELECTRONICS
Specialists in Semiconductors

Transistors
2N3055 .. .E0-47 2SC945 .. . £0,08 2SC202B £1.30 2SK30 £0.37 8D23S E0.2B
2N3773 £1,65 2SC1OS0 .. £0.59 2SC2029 .. £1.15 2SK33 £0.40 S0241 £0.34
2N3866 EI-10 2SC106I... £0.49 2SC2078 . ... £0.74 JN201 £1.11 B0243 E0.30
2SA473 £0-42 2SC1096 £0.71 2SCS086 £0-43 3SK40 £1-27 B0244C £0-33
2SAS64 £0-10 2SC1213 .. £0-12 2SC2092 .. .. £1-41 3SK48 E2J6 B0245 £0.84
25A608 £0.11 2SCI306 £0-74 2SC2097 £21.09 3SK88 £0.59 80246 .. £0-75
254673 £0.13 2SCI312 £0-09 2SC2099.
2SA678 £0.38 2SCI3I8. - . £0-22 2SC2166
2SA683 £0.20 2SC13S9 £0.13 2SC2236 ..
284684 £0.31 2SC1384 £0-27 2SC2290.

..£1925 3SK97 . . £2-08 BD902 . .. £0-51

..£0.95 40673 £1.50 BF244 £0.39

....£022 BC107 £0.13 BF245 £0.29

..C24S5 BC109 . .. £0.07 8FY50 ... £0.25

2SA699 £0.88 2SC1398.

2SA733 £0.13 2SC1674 .

2SA966 £026 2SC1675 .
2SA999 £0.10 2SCI676...

2SA1012 £0.68 2SCISIS..

2SA1015 £0.11 2SC1909..

2SBS2S £0.25 2SC194S..

2SC380 .£0.09 2SC1946 .

2SC49S n.35 2SC1947.

2SCS36 20.10 2SC1957 .

2SC710 £0.11 2SCI969.

2SC7n £0.00 2SC1970..

2SC730 £3.63 2SC1971..

2SC828 £0.09 2SC1972..

2SC900 £0.27 2SC1973..

2SC930 £0.17 2SC2002..

. £0.80 2SC2312 £3.15 BC109 £0.14 BFY61 £025
. £0.15 2SC2314 £020 BCt4l £0.26 MnF237 £3.39
£0.14 2SC2320 £0.10 8C142 . . £0.19 MRF238 £13.64

... co.eo 2SC2395 £16.20 BC182 £0.06 MRF450 £13.50
...E0.10 2SC2539 £1062 BC184 £0.10 MRF450A £13.80
..,.£0.92 2SC3020 £12.90 6C212 £0.06 MRF454 £22.94
....£3.41 2S0234 £0.46 BC2I4L £0.08 MBF455 £23.65
£1227 2S0235 £0.41 BC238 £0.06 TIFW £0.26
...£4.29 2SD313 £0.56 60639 £0.12 TIP30C £0.29
.. .£0.66 2SD32S £043 BC640 £0.13 TIP31C £027
... £1.58 2SD330 £048 BD131 £0.42 1IP32C £023
....£1.52 2S0380 £426 B0132 £0.32 TIP41C £025
....£2.95 2S0471 £029 80135 £022 718420 £026
....£8.25 2S0837 £0.71 80139 £022 TIP120 C028
....£0.51 250880 £021 80140 £025
£02$ 2SK192. ... £023 BD201 £0.33

Actlva Film Board*

410 695MH3 8c1rre 5m Spocrficaiy designed lor Ihe HAM
InlomiMional and NATO 2000 type CBa. TPs board
$igruf)caniv reduces mape reception and cms moduidUon
Without aflectm^ sensruvffy. Price £6.90

FCC Convereion Boards

W© siodt a of modriicalion boards to cxvtveil ihe most
popular UK FM ngs to worK on the new PCC band in addition
TOTheeztsiing UK band Please quote make and model of C6
whenordenrig Prke £9^9

Cryatal Filter
Thts IS a 10.695fvtHz Ikohm lOKHz Mndwidlh ital After sutable for most FM C8s. The MerpreatV reduces cross
mcdblation (bleedover) and <s eitremely easy to ftt Pilee £229

Inteqrated Circuits

£321 LC71M. £326 S042 . £2.50 TDAIOlt £127

. £2.54 LC7131 £3.21 TA706I .. .. ... £0.78

HA1394 . £2.72 LC7132 £2.89 TA7I20 ... . £0.48 T0A151Q... £3.89

LC7137 £2.77 TA7130 ... £023 TOA1512 a.i2

. £1.28 £2.68 LM324 .. £0.45 TA7204 £0.98 TDA2002 £0.74

AN6S5I ... £0.73 LA1230 .. £1.19 144386 . . . .  £1.15 TA7205 .. £0.91 TDA20O4 .£121

AN7t31 .... £127 LA4102 .. £0.84 MS1102 .. £1.85 TA72I7. £1.22 TDA2005

£0.94 M5IS13 . . £1.86 147:22.. ...C1.22 TDA2020

£028 M51515. £1.94 TA7227 . £2.06 TOA2030. .. £1.30

....£1.19 M51S17.... £124 TA7240. .. .. . £2.08 T0A2611 £0.79

.  .£1.55 144220 . . .. £1.41 M63712. £0.99 TA7J41 ... . . £1.96 UPCI028 .

. . £2.06 T47270.. . £1.93 UPC1032

. £2.59 MB3756 . ... £1.94 TA7271.... £1.93 UPCtISS £2.05

£122 MB87I9. £4.12 TA7274 . £1.96 UPCllBI . . £0.91

LA4422 . .. . £1.13 MCI723 . £0.48 TA7310 £0.66 UPC1ia2 .£1.04

CD4D49 .  £0.25 LA4440 . £1.89 MC335r. . £2.11 TA75902 . ...£0.99 UPCnas .£121

CO4066 .. £024 L44445 £120 MC3359. . £2.33 TBA8C0.. ...£1.38 UPCn86... .

004069 £0.18 L4446D ....£1.71 MM55K)... .. £3.00 TBA8I0T . ... £0.49 UPC1230

HA13001 . . £2.16 144461 . . £1.71 NE567 .. £0.52 TC9106. . . £620 UPDSSS . ...

HA1366W .. £123 LB1405. . £027 PLL02 . £7.59 TC9I09.... £4.38 UPD2816 . £5.34

We have listed only asmell proporiion ol our siodr. Reese tee irerr U) contact us wtfh yojr requrrements Ail pricesare
quoted are the one off pnces, dfscourtts beoq avaiaUe lor quantities of Icnor more of any one device.

Seme day dospalCh on all iiems m slock. ChoQue'Postal orderwith order.

Please add 75p postage and packaging on all orders under 01 D.OO. All prices
are exclusive of VAT.

All mail order to;- 55 Slateford Road. EDINBURGH, EH111P8. Callers
Welcome. TEL: 031 337 6950/031 337 2446.



INTERNATIONAL

As U.K. Distributors for this well known European company, we are pleased to announce the
recent delivery of a shipment. A selection of Items Is shown below. For those not familiar with
this excellent range, we offer an INTRODUCTORY DISCOUNT. These special prices are valid
until December 1st 1987.

BASE STATION ANTENNAS

RtNGO COUNTRY STAR

Easy 10 inscall and soacc SA^ng cm
siuray «ira:«ni riail wat nas no
radials so can Or locaird anywnrrr.
Not srmiovr to state wttn enrrnat
SWR adjusvnrm at oasr it nandirs
Ikw ot poMirc and tias a typeal band
widin of I S Mha. S Sm Irn^ Hravy
gauge aluminiurn constiucnon

REGULAR COST £38 00

OFFER PRICE U4JM

THUNOERBIRO
An elfeient Vi wasr w«n a gam o(
over 3db 3 small |l SmJ ladiais Ikw
poMTf rating and a band width of
2 Mnz. 6 6m length Heavy gauge
aluminium construction

REGULAR COST £46 00

OFFER PRICE

HYPOWER
SiK lull sue 2 7Sm radials ensure this

hign ef loency Vi wave gnes plus S db
gam and a 2 Mm tsand width, 6 6m
length, Ikw p^wer capacity Heavy
gauge alummum construction

REGULAR COST £62 00

OFFER PRICE

SEXY

Over 6db gam Ircm this giant 6L
vave antenna Made from quality
avtaOon aluminium this 7.6m high
antenna is an all round performer.
With SWR adjustment at tfse base it's
easy to tune. Good static discharge
capwllty. ftl^ power harxflirsg —
upto 2lrw. Plus shortened I.Sm radials.
TTiis is one of Europe's top base
antennas.

REGULAR COST £94 00

OFFER PRICE nOM

(Inc. carrier delivery)

BIG MAC '/a WAVE

The uRimaie Vi wase. stands a giant
9.9 metres high It's unique desi^
assures a gam in eicess of 7 iSt2 Mru
band widTh with a usable power of
2kw. Six full length radials Of 2.6m.
external SWR adjustment wan an
external ccxi to r^uce fsurmdity
influence arsd static interference

Heavy construction m hi^ gauge
alummium It's special oAgn ̂ves
good horuontal radiation, reducing
interference and enabfmg fust Class
perforrrwnce where long distance cr
diffCjlT communications are reqixred
> 7 OB CAIN

• V. WAVE LENGTH

• HIGH POWER CAPAOTV
• BROAD BAND WIC7TH
• REJECTS ETATIC AND

HUfHIDfTY

• HEAVY GAUGE

CONETRUCTION — E.E£.
MANUFACTURES

REGULAR COSTEII5
OFFER PRICE C102

(irK carrier delivery)

ALL MIKE PRICES INCLUDE WIRING & BATTERY IF APPLICABLE. QUOTE RADIO MODEL PLEASE.

TW232DX
BASE MICRO
PHONE

REGULAR

COST £68,00

OFFER

PRICE £59.00

TW-232 DX

Improved version of the 4200,232 type base
mike. New mike cartridge and redesigned
DX head give especially sharp, punchy
moduls. This mike Is particularly suitable
for FM use and SSB OX where clarity Is
required. (State radio type when ordering).

VOX 2 MINI SPEAKER
Bawerful mini

extention speaker
measuresjust 2"
across, with
fully adjustable
bracket.

REGULAR

COST £9.95
OFFER

PRICE £8.50

HAM RELAX

POWER MIKE

REGULAR
COST £28.00

OFFER

PRICE £24.00

RELAX

Weil known power mike suitable for all
mode transmission. Variable gain
setting and rugged housing. Value for
money, mid priced and Justly popular.
Supplied ready wired with battery,
(State radio type when ordering).

VOX 3 EXTENSION

SPEAKER

Quality speaker
with noise
filter switch,
supplied with
variable fixing
bracket.

REGULAR

COST £9.50

OFFER

PRICE £8.00

HAM

INTERNATIONAL
REPLACEMENT
MIKE

REGULAR
COST £9.50

OFFER

PRICE £8.50

A good quality
standard mike
suitable for most
types of radio.

FLEXIWHIP — FOR HANDHELDS

ROS40

REGUU\R COST £14.00

OFFER PRICE £10.00

Quality SWR. Power
and F.S. meter reads

power to lOOw. Plus
AM monitor.

HAM DX 27 5/8

FOXY DIRECTION FINDER

ANTENNA

Designed for DF'ing,
interference tracing
and fox hunting,
this versatile

portable antenna
can also be used

to transmit mobile

to mobile using low
power (0.5w max.).
Covers 27 Mhz.

approx. 60m length
supplied with cable and
PL 259.

REGULAR COST £39.00

OFFER PRICE £36.00

ROS 110

REGULAR COST £26.00
OFFER PRICE £19.00

SWR, Power to lOOw.
matched F.S- meter plus
AM monitor.

Better TX capability than a Rubber Duck and shorter than a hand held telescopic antenna.
Hams 20" fibregiass 'f/exiwhip' is ideal for easy hand held transmission and convenient to
use. Sleeves over existing antenna stub.

REGUU4R COST £9.95 OFFER PRICE £8.50

HAM, LESON 4200 REPLACEMENT PTT SWITCHES

NOW IN STOCK £2.00 EACH

Helically wound big version of DV 27 with 200w power capacity, wide band
for DX'ing. Fibreglass construction. Top loaded whip with adjustable
base, cable and fittings.
REGULAR COST £18.00 OFFER PRICE £15.00

HAM DV 27L QUARTER WAVE

Fibreglass construaion, 96" long, Ikw power rated. EASILY
PORTABLE — Supplied in 2 threaded seaions. The only 'A wave
which is Post Office shipable.

REGULARCOSTEI4.00 OFFER PRICE £12.50

NEW CATALOGUE. The up-to-
date catalogue is at long last off the
presses If you are an existing mall
order customer or catalogue holder
you will receive one automatically.

If you wish to be added to our
mailing list please send cheque/RO.
for £1,50. (This price Includes
discount vouchers).



TREASURE
HUNT

This month, Filly tries her hand out at
out-hunting Anneka Rice

/t seemed like a good idea at the
time. Why not take on a rival club
from the next village in a pub
crawl ~ er, I mean treasure-hunt

with the odd refreshment stop at a
local hostelry — as a means of

temporarily forgetting the rapid
approach of winter?

For once, it was someone else's idea

— no one would blame me if it went

wrong. For once, I wasn't the organizer
— no one would blame me if it ended up
in a shambles. All I had to do (I told
myself) was sit back and enjoy the fun
while someone drove me from pub to
pub — er, from clue to clue, that is.

I really should have known better —
and so should our team. They elected
me mapreader.
Now. you all know about me and

navigation. We don't mix. I couldn't
navigate my way out of a paper bag. I
couldn't mapread my way out of my own
front drive. In our local treasure-hunts,
map co-ordinates and clues are
commonly used — we had lost before
we have even started!

But could I get the rest of the team to
see it? I could not.

"C'mon Filly, be a sport," said Big
Jane (appointed Guardian of the
Thermos). I tried to explain that I was not
being unsporting, but Big Jane flexed
her muscles at me and I shut up. One
does not argue with Big Jane.
"You can do it if you really try, Filly,"

said Oily Rag from the garage (he insists
his handle is Steel Wizard, but to

everyone else he's Oily Rag). "A two-
year old could read one of these big-

big Volvo and waited for the adjudicator
(the local vicar) to wave his
handkerchief, signalling that we could
open communications with our base
station.

I'd better explain how the hunt works.
It's a bit like that thing with Anneka Rice
on TV. In each time, four people drive
around the countryside chasing up clues
while two others sit at the base station

with a pile of sealed envelopes. Two
adjudicators, one from each side, stay
with them to make sure there's no

cheating. When the team in the car solve
a clue and radio back the correct

answer, the next envelope is opened,
the clue read back to the mobile team,

and they hare off in search of the
answer. And so on. There's no other

communication with the base station in

between, to avoid hogging the channel.
Ail good, clean fun — or it would be if

everyone played by the rules. In actual
fact, anything goes, and everyone tries
every trick they can think of to get the
upper hand, which includes downright
cheating if they think they can get away
with it. The only real rule is not to bring
the club or CB into disrepute.
The vicar waved the handkerchief and

beamed at us, and the voice of Th^^^
Shocker, the local electi*"""^^"^^*
unfortunate choice of he

things like tomato juice in the pubs we
slop at.)
"They haven't." said Big Jane

shrewdly, cracking her knuckles.
"They're trying to demoralize us."
"Perhaps we should follow them,"

suggested Oily.
"Too late now." said Harry.
"The Black Spot." I said musingly to

myself, peering at the map. "What sort of
a clue is that? The first clue's meant to be

easy! The Black Spot, indeed ... Ah!"
Because of course, there it was, the
black spot, right in front of me. The
symbol for a post office! I told the others.

"Bit easy, wasn't it?" said Oily
disdainfully.
"You didn't get it. did you?" I snapped.
"I haven't got the map in front of my

nose!" he retorted.

"Children, children!" said Big Jane
soothingly. "Let's reserve our energies
for beating the opposition, shall we? Or
I'll knock your heads together. Now, is
there only one post office on the map?"
"No. three." I said, disconcerted.
"Right, we'd better find out which one,

hadn't we?" said Jane. "Where are they.
Filly?"
"One just round the corner, in the High

^tree^no£ie^ve^Wickjebur^^^^

thought) came on the aii
"The Black Spot, seel*

Spot," quavered The Sh
probably imagined to be
Blind Pew. Then nothing
each other blankly. Our ■
a battered Rover, leapt i



COMMUNICA TION THE

WAYThis year is really flying by!
Although this is the
November issue, you
should have it just in time
for the Kendal & District

Breakers Weekend Eyeball
(17th & 18th). Hopefully the weather will
be reasonable for it. Last minute details

can be obtained from Ian {Winalot) on
Kendal 26760.

Earlier this year I popped up to
Consett for the day and visited a few
QSLer friends and the evening was
spent in the Sierra Romeo's Social Club
where I was made to feel very welcome.
A big thanks to all there, especially Dave
(Podgy). Beth (Irish Cream), Bill and
Angela (Steampusher and Chocolate
Raisin), Jim (Cadillac Cowboy). Chris
(Blackhawk). Ken (Beerman). Steven
(Powerslave). Gerry and Val (Gerrycan
and Birthday Girl) and not forgetting
either Paula or Trisha, even if I couldn't
spell her name by the time the meeting
ended! Not to mention all those I've

surely forgotten! Also thanks to all the
girls at Currie QSLs for their help and
welcome.

Moving right along now with a
selection of names and cards from the

backlog I First up is that of Juan
(Espacial 008) of Venezuela, a very long
letter from Tony (Crafty Crusader) of
Swindon who has asked me to apologise
to anyone who sent him mail via the
Great Western's PO Box as there have
been problems and he never received
any post from the Club. A selection of
cards from Ron (Happy Jack) o\ the
Sierra Alpha CB Club, membership £4
and 15 cards or £6.50 including stamp.
A selection of his cards from Robert

(Roto Power) of the Papa Delta DX Club
of Tenby which costs £3 for your Unit
number, certificate, 25 club cards, 20
stickers and welcome letter. Cheques
are accepted, and should be made
payable to the club. The PO Box is
available to members free for the first

year, then £1 annually if required.

David Shepherdson sorts out this month's
QSL mail for new names and addresses

Another batch of cards in from Steven

(Wells Fargo) of Scotland who uses
Sharp Graphics of Grangemouth who
now do hot foil cards. Other "Hot Foilers"

include Charlie and Ensign cards.
Talking about Ensign cards fits in here as
contained in a QSL package from Tom
(Green Forest) of Telford are some
Ensign cards along with a great POMA
Club card for the Telford Thunderbirds

DX Club. As I've said before, I do like the
style of this club's card. For membership
of the club and cost of obtaining these
cards, I'm afraid you'll have to drop the
club a line (with SASE) and ask. Ttie
club's chairman is Terry (Big T).
From Belfast comes a card from

Robert (BC 05) along with information on
the Bravo Charlie International Radio

Group. This group was founded for all 11
metre band operators and offers two
packages. The first costs £2, whilst the
second costs £10 plus, in both cases,
two passport-sized photographs. The
smaller package consists of your unit
number and ID card, 10 OSL
certificates, 10 envelopes, viewcards,
welcome letter and tourist info. The other

package has the group stamp and a
souvenir gift for yourself and XYL.
Cheques etc are nof accepted.
News in from the 5 C's, also known (in

full) as the County Colour Card
Collectors Club of Canterbury, is that
they have a new POMA Club card, and
another one as a joint club card with the
Yorkshire Rose DX Club of Bradford.

Membership of the 5 C's costs £7 (cash)
and 20 personal cards. For this you
receive your unit number, ID card, full
colour certificate, FCC club cards, club
stamp, FCC sew-on patch, at least 50
FCC exchange QSL cards, plus other
items. The club has three different

sections for you to join and you are

TANGO TANGO.

TELFORD THUNDERBIRD.

DX CLUB '
P.O.-Box 555 Telford Shrops

poma-cards 86/4372

asked to state which you prefer to be in.
These are QSLer, DXer or full-colour
card collector holder. Extra club cards

are available at £3 for 50, and these can
also be personalised at a cost of £18
(plus P&P) per 500. Membership of the
Yorkshire Rose costs £6, according to
the form I have, plus 10 personal signed
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and dated QSL cards for which you can
expect your unit number, ID card,
certificate, club stamp, 10 club cards,
exchange QSLs, envelopes, OX
certificates, stickers, a club pen. key fob.
5 log sheets, exchange invites, tourist
info, roster etc.

News also in from the European Radio
Group of West Germany is that the club
now has some new colour cards

available, details from Uwe but please
don't forget to supply two International
Reply Coupons which are the overseas
equivalent of a UK's SASE, These IRCs
are available from your local Post Office
costing 55p each (at the time of writing),
fylembership of the ERG costs a very
reasonable £5 (cash) and 20 personal
QSL cards, which must show your full
address, including country clearly! The
package consists of your ERG No,
certificate. ID card, mounted stamp,
roster, welcome letter, prefix list, OSLing
tips, coloured ERG stickers, ERG Club
cards, pen. viewcards, exchange cards
and invites, plus lots more! When I say a
very reasonable £5 fee. I've just been
looking at a Norwegian club which
charges £9 for a lot less and the stamp is
not even mounted! That one 1 wouldn't

recommend!

FORTHCOMING EVENTS

3rd weekend October — Kendal &

District Breakers Eyeball. Contact Ian
(Winalot), PO Box 37, Kendal or (0539)
26760.

When writing for details on any of the
above, don't forget a suitable SASE for
the club's reply. Also, should you send
monies to book, don't forget a SASE
should you require a receipt.

The following are provisional dates only,
The clubs held meetings in 1987, and

may do so in 1988, if interested, please
check with the club in question nearer
the time.

April 1988 — Cutty Sark POMA IVIeel —
Cutty Sark Club. 116 Bradenham Ave,
Welling. Kent DA16 2JG.
April 1988 — GBODC Giant Eyeball —
GBODC, PO Box 5, Consett, Co
Durham.

May 1988 — Southport Charity Eyeball
— Tango Papa (83), PO Box 13,
Southport, Lanes.

OSLer ADDRESSES

Dave (Podgy)

QSLFROM

POWER
SLAVE

GB 332, PO Box 5, Consett. Co
Durham DH8 8NG

PO Box 5, Consetl Co Durham DH8
8NG

Bill & Angela (Steampusher PO Box 5, Consett, Co Durham DH8

Beth (Irish Cream)

& Chocolate Raisin)
Jim (Cadillac Cowboy)

Chris (Blackhawk)

Ken (Beerman)

Steven (Powerslave)

Gerry & Val (Gerrycan &
Birthday Girl)
Juan (Espacial 008)

Tony (Crafty Crusader)

Ron (Happy Jack)

Robert (Roto Power)

Steven (Wells Fargo)

Tom (Green Forest)

Robert (BC05)
Colin (Tattoo)

Jack (Ghost Rider)

Bert (Tenpin)
Jim (Sunray)

Brian (Runabout)

F,E.L. (Pipeman)

Continuing with the (apparent) theme
of overseas clubs, there's a new one in

Bavaria now. This is the Lima Uniform

X-Ray DX & QSL Club run by an old
friend of mine, Franz. Membership of the
club costs £7 from the UK for which you
can expect your LUX No, ID card,
certificate, prefix list, LUX invites, 10 LUX

8NG

SR 392, PO Box 3, Houghton-le-
Spring, Tyne & Wear DH4 4DB
45 Southway, Sheriff Hill, Gateshead
NE9 SOT

PO Box 5, Consett, Co Durham DH8
8NG

PO Box 5, Consett, Co Durham DH8
8NG

1 Roland Rd, Wallsend, Tyne & Wear
NE28 60B

PO Box 197, Punto Fijo, CP 4102,
Falcon, Venezuela
63 Pewsham Road, Swindon,
Wiltshire SN2 5EL

PO Box 43, Rhyl, Clwyd, North Wales
LL181YW

59 Heywood Ct, Tenby, Dyfed, South
Wales SA70 8BS

PO Box 288, East Kilbride, Glasgow
G75 85R

PO Box 555, Telford, Shropshire TF7
4RL

PO Box 245, Belfast, Northern Ireland
HDX 109, PO Box 16, Widnes,
Cheshire

5705 Brandon Blvd, Virginia Beach,
VA 23464, USA
PO Box 249, Poole, Dorset BH15 2LR
School Bungalow, Laburnum Avenue.
Hove, Sussex BN3 75D
18 Oak Lane, Ambrosden. Bicester,
Oxon 0X6 OSH

29 Warren Ridge. Franl, nr Tunbridge
Wells. Kent TN3 DEE

cards, roster, stickers, exchange QSLs
and invites, club stamp and extras as
available. In most cases of overseas

clubs, they do not accept UK cheques or
Postal Orders: therefore you have to
send cash. For everybody's peace of
mind I do strongly recommend that you

use Registered Post for this! I know it
costs over a pound more, but if you send
£5 or more through the post without any
sort of registration, if it gets lost, or the
club says it never received it, you have
no comeback!

This month there's plenty of room for a
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QSL CLUB ADDRESSES

PO Box 245, Belfast, N Ireland BT14
6JW

PO Box 106, Canterbury, Kent CT1
3YN

PO Box 1212, D-5810 Witten, West
Germany
PO Box 1142,8261 MARKTL/INN,
Bavaria, West Germany
PO Box 2, Sheringham, Norfolk NR26
STY

PO Box 28, Tenby, Dyfed, Wales
PO Box 43, Rhyl, Clwyd, North Wales
LL18 1YW

PO Box 555, Telford, Shropshire
28 Farmhill Rd, Bradford, West
Yorkshire BD10 8BD

When writing to any QSL/DX club, always include return postage for
their reply; it really does help!

Bravo Charlie Int Radio

Group
County Card Col' Club

European Radio Group

Lima Uniform X-Ray DX

North Sea Buccaneers DX

Papa Delta
Sierra Alpha CB Club

Telford Thunderbirds

Yorkshire Rose Int' DX

The last name for now is that of Brian

(Runabout) of Oxon who sends out a
terrific package of both personal and
club cards.

That's it, no more room again but I'm
finally making an impression on the piles
of your cards and letters! If you want a
mention in next year's magazines, now is
the lime to put pen to paper and get
writing! But please do remember that I
cannot promise to reply so if you need a
reply, do include a SASE and if I can't
read it. I can't use it! Also, especially
where a forthcoming event is concerned,
please do allow plenty of time, not just a
few weeks! You can write to me care of

the mag. but please allow an extra
month or so before I can expect to see it,
or direct to 3 Tarn Villas. Cowpasture
Road, llkley, West Riding of Yorkshire,
LS29 8RH, UK. That's it, catch you again
next month, so 'til then, do take care and
watch the dark nights!

"Browse Through a Club's Package"
and this month it's the turn of the North

Sea Buccaneers of Norfolk. Just a

reminder here, this is not a "Club of the
Month" slot, but a more detailed
examination of a club's package.
Membership to the NSB costs £4 (UK, £5
elsewhere), payable either in cash or by
UK Postal Order. Should you send cash,
then both Ken (NSB 001) and I
recommend you use Registered Post for
safety. One thing I am asked to point out
is that the group is a DX-only group.

Right, the package arrives in a
massive Jiffy bag, well protected and
intact. The package consists of your unit
number and quality ID card and an 8" by
6" certificate, plus the same items free
for your XYL/M. The group stamp is fully
mounted on an ornately carved wooden
handle which fits nicely in your hand, a
mixture of 25 club QSL cards including
one in the series of Currie Collectors

Cards. Then there's a selection of the

President's and Vice President's cards

which include a right mixture, ranging
from Currie cards to Poma FCCs. An

assortment of club stickers, containing
the more usual white Vine Lodge labels
and. surprisingly, VL's new clear and
even their fluorescent red labels! An

excellent club pen. and it writes first time
too! A leather key fob plus, of course, the
standards of exchange invites, NSB
invites and "extras when available".

What are they? Well. I'll leave something
unknown for you in this package! One
more thing, a very nice touch from this
group is free use of the group's PO Box!
Non-local members should provide a
number of suitable SASEs for this

service by the way.
Okay, a last few names for this time,

starting with Colin (Tattoo) of Widnes,
Jack (Ghost Rider) of Virginia Beach,
Bert (Tenpin) of Poole, Jim (Sunray Jim)
of Hove and a long and rather formal
letter from Mr F.E.L. (Pipeman)oi
Frant(?) who has recently started to QSL.

INT' DX

;,^S^A^^L.n.BRADFOBD.WEST

P-„c,CV-^®
COUNTYCOLOURCARDCO^ ,
P_0.-Boy trifi Kent.

QSL SERVICES ADDRESSES

Charlie Cards

Currie Cards

Ensign Cards

Sharp Graphics

Twrog Print

Scottish CB Newsheet

26 Edward St. Hartshorne. Burton-on-
Trent, Staffs DE11 7HG
89 Derwent St, Blackhill, Consett, Co
Durham DH8 8LT

58b Market St, Ashby-de-la-Zouche,
Leics

PO Box 3, Grangemouth FK3 9BD
(0324-473432)
Penybont, Gellilydan. Blaenau
Ffestiniog. Gwynedd, LL41 4EP,
Wales

C/o Arnail', Patison, Neilston,
Glasgow G78 3AT

One year's subscription £2.10
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CB IN DEPTH
(part 8) Paul Coxwell looks at the

magical Phase Locked Loop

7his month we move into the
mysterious realm of the
Phase-Locked Loop that
causes so much anguish
to some people. A good
mathematical mind helps a

great deal when we come to deal with
this area of a CB transceiver and having
a pocket calculator beside you as you
read would definitely be a help. Here we
go. hold on tight!

Oscillators
In examining the operation of the
transmitter we saw that one of our first

requirements is to generate an RF signal
called the carrier. We also saw that a

similar RF signal is required for the
correct operation of a superhet receiver,
though we did not look in detail at how
such a signal is produced.
We did. however have a brief look at a

simple crystal oscillator that could be
used for providing these signals and
such a circuit is reproduced in figure 1.
The operation was described previously
and as we have a lot to cover this month

we'll skip a recap. Suffice it to say that
this circuit could easily supply the carrier
for the transmitter or local oscillator

signal to the mixer in a superhel
receiver. Virtually all CB circuits use this
configuration of oscillator which is known
as Colpitts Oscillator.

In the early days of CB it was quite
common to have less than the full

complement of channels available.
Often a six or eight-position channel
switch was fitted along with 12 or 16
sockets on the PC board to allow

installation of crystals for the required
channels. The reason for having double
the number of crystals as the number of
channels should by now be obvious if
you have followed this series from the
start. In the transmitter the crystal
chosen would be at the channel carrier

frequency of a sub-multiple thereof
(where frequency doubling, trebling etc.
is used). For the receiver the oscillator
must run a fixed amount above or below

the channel carrier to give the correct
I.F. output from the mixer thus the
crystals' frequencies will be different.

This scheme of using a separate pair
of crystals for each channel worked fine
for a while and is still found in some

portable rigs that operate on a couple of

channels only, but as people began
demanding more and more channels it
became uneconomic. With 23 channels

allocated in the U.S. sets would need 46

crystals to give full coverage - very
space-consuming and very expensivel
Clearly then a more viable method had
to be found and crystal synthesizers
came into use for CB apparatus. These
work on the familiar principle of mixing
two signals together and winding up with
the sum and difference as well as the

two original frequencies; just like the
mixers of the receiver in fact. Using this
method 23 channel rigs could be made
to work with just 12 or 14 crystals. We will
not go into detail here as you will rarely
see any such rigs in this country these
days, but if you would like to know more
before continuing lake a look back at the
November 1986 issue of Citizens'Band

where the two most common mixing
schemes were examined.

Phase-Locked Loops
The later 23 channel sets started using
PLL technology and all 40 channel
transceivers use it, which is just as well
because even with crystal synthesis a 40
channel rig would need rather a large
number of crystals. The Phase-Locked
Loop in its simplest form is shown in the
block diagram of fig. 2(a). A crystal
oscillator provides a stable, accurate
reference signal which feeds to one of
two inputs to a phase detector. This is a
device which can compare two signals
and give a voltage at its output that
varies with the relationship between the
two inputs. In this application we have
one input that is fixed (hence the term
reference) and one which can vary. The
output is a DC voltage dependent on the
frequency of this variable signal. VCO
stands for Voltage Controlled Oscillator,
a neat piece of circuitry whereby altering
a DC voltage fed to the oscillator
changes the frequency at which it runs.
Coupled in a loop as shown the VCO will
always run at the same frequency as the
reference oscillator. Why? If the VCO
tries to run below the required frequency
the inputs at the phase detector will be
different causing a DC voltage to pull the
VCO back on-tune. If the VCO tries to run

too high the voltage will swing the other
way causing a similar correction. The
output of the VCO therefore is locked to

the reference frequency. You may be
wondering why the circuit is called a
phase-locked loop and not a frequency-
locked loop. The latter term could be
applied but in a strict technical sense is
not so correct as the former. There is a

subtle difference between frequency
and phase which we do not have time to
go into here; if it makes it easier for you
then think of the phase detector as a
frequency detector, comparing two
signals and giving an output dependent
on their difference.

So far so good, though you may have
noticed that in our primitive PLL
arrangement we could get the resultant
output directly from the reference
oscillator! So why have the PLL at all?
Well, here we find digital electronics gets
a look in as with so many things in this
computer age. Let's break the loop
between the VCO and the input to the
phase detector and insert a digital
divider - fig. 2(b). Let's start including a
lew actual frequencies in our examples.
Assume the reference oscillator runs at

10OkHz and that we want a stable

10IVHz at the output of the VCO. If we
arrange the divider to provide an output
of 1/100 of its input frequency (-^100)
then we will get just this. Converting all
figures to kilohertz we have 10000 100
= 100. Lo and behold this is just the
same frequency as the reference
oscillator so the loop is locked. If the
VCO tried to drift away from its nominal
10MHz then the output of the divider
would shift accordingly. The phase
detector would sense this and send a

correction voltage to the VCO to bring it
back on frequency.
With the wonders of modern science

we can build a programmable divider
which can be set to divide by any
number we care to tell it to. Let's change
the divider from -5-100 to. say. -5-101. The
10MHz output from the VCO will be
divided downto give:
10000 4-= 99.0099 kHz.

This is now lower than the 10OkHz

reference signal so the phase detector
will output a voltage telling the VCO to
lower its frequency until the divider
output is one again 100kHz. The VCO
will therefore be running at:
100 X 101 = 10100 kHz. or 10.1 MHz if
you prefer.

In the same fashion if the divider was
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changed lo -4-99 the VCO would be
driven to 9.9MHz giving the same
100kHz at the divider output. You can
see that by using just one crystal and a
programmable divider PLL we can
generate hundreds of different
frequencies. The VCO output will always
be the reference frequency multiplied by
the setting on the divider.

PLL Arrangements
Now you have a rough idea of how a PLL
operates we'll look at an actual
arrangement found in CB equipment,
though still only in block form for the
moment. Figure 3 shows the mixing
scheme actually used in many American
and European rigs. Integrated circuits
are invariably used for PLLs though how
much of the circuit is in chip form and
how much is discrete parts varies. In this
example the phase detector and
programmable divider are combined
leaving the reference oscillator and VCO
separate. Notice that the reference is a
10.24MHz crystal oscillator. Peculiar
frequency you may think! Well, it has two
reasons for being so. Firstly, the
frequency of the reference signal
determines the spacing between
channels. In fig. 2(b) we had a reference
of 100kHz and the output changed by
10OkHz when the divider setting was
moved by one. For CB where channels
are 10kHz apart then it would be
reasonable to assume the reference

could be 10kHz. It could be less of

course, but not more - with 20kHz for

example the output would only be able
to change in 20kHz steps minimum.
10.24MHz may seem like a long way
from 10kHz but with digital circuitry it is
extremely easy to divide by any multiple
of two. Take 10.24MHz and divide it kiy
two ten times and we have 10kHz.

Therefore the PLL chip also incorporates
a fixed divider that divides by 1024 to
provide a 10kHz reference for the phase
detector.

At first, it may seem like a lot of trouble
to go to rather than using a 10kHz
oscillator to begin with. We have
reached the point, though, where
hundreds of transistors can be

squeezed onto a tiny slab of silicon for
less than the cost of a crystal I The cost
of crystals vary too and a 10.24MHz
crystal is much cheaper to produce than
a 10kHz one so whilst it may seem to be
introducing complications unnecessarily
this scheme is the most cost-efficient.

Secondly, using 10.24MHz means that
one oscillator can perform two tasks.
Recall that in the double-conversion

superhet receiver we have a first I.F. of
10.695MHz and a second I.F. of 455kHz.

We saw that the oscillator signal for the
second mixing stage must therefore be
the sum or difference of the two IFs.

10.24MHz happens to be the difference
signal, so the one oscillator can feed the
PLL and the second mixer in the receiver

thus saving the cost of an extra crystal. A

lOn

20k 2SC1675

120R

■VVV > B+

XTALl

20p

T-W
= 330p^^

20k

15p

RF output

lOOp > IkO
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Figure 1. Standard Colpitts crystal oscillator

OutputPhase
detector

Reference
oscillator Voltage

controlled
oscillator

(a)

OutputPhase
detector

Reference
oscillator

VCO

Programmable
divider

(b)

Code

Figure 2. Basic phase-locked loop operation

little later we'll see how the reference
oscillator may perform yet another
function!

Returning to figure 3 the frequencies
that the VCO run at have been included.
37MHz may at first seem a rather weird
way of going about things but it will all
fall into place soon enough so bear with
us. Now the early PLL beasts such as the
PLL02A couldn't handle signals as high

as 37MHz. It is only in more recent years
that digital circuitry has improved and in
modern PLL arrangements you may well
find the high-frequencies fed back
directly to the programmable divider
(we'll look at such a circuit in time). In
this chassis however we have an extra
mixer with its own oscillator (crystal-
controlled naturally). The fixed
frequency is 35.42MHz which gives an
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ouput from the mixer of between 2.24
and 2.68 f^Hz, depending on the VCO
frequency. The 35.42 IvIHz actually
comes from an 11.8066MHz crystal fed
through a tripler- it's easier to do this
than try to get the oscillator to run at
35MHz directly. At higher frequencies
we have increased problems with
stability etc. The channel switch as you
have probably already guessed
connects to the control lines of the

programmable divider to change the
amount it divides by. For channel 1 the
divider is set to -t-224 and for channel 40

it will be -^268. The divisor is often

referred to as the N-code. These figures
of course give 10kHz for the phase
detector with the above downmix signals
from the mixer. The result is that the

output from the VCO goes from 37.66 to
38,1 MHz depending on the channel
selector with crystal accuracy and
stability from just one crystal! Pretty neat
eh?

Now for the explanation of the choice
of 37MHz. Let's take channel 1. The

frequency of this channel is 26.965 MHz
and the VCO runs at 37.66 MHz, Take

the difference and what do we get?
10.695MHz-the first I.F, in the receiver.

10.24MHz

Reference

osciifator

Rcur.

So the VCO signal is used to feed the
first mixer in the receiver to give the
required 10.695MHz. The second mixer
in the superhet gets its 10.24MHz fixed
signal straight from the reference
oscillator so that's the receiver taken

care of. The VCO output is therefore
always 10.695MHz above the channel
carrier frequency. So. if we take the VCO
output and feed it to another mixer, add
a fixed 10.695MHz signal and take the
difference, we have the desired channel
frequencies. So for example on channel
40 the VCO runs at 38.1 which mixed

with 10.695 gives 27.405MHz, This PLL
set-up gives us receive and transmit on
40 channels from just three crystals
which can't be bad. Yes, it's more
complicated than using separate
crystals but it means that the average
man in the street can actually afford a
set. The transceiver can be made to

cover more than 40 channels by
changing the codes sent to the
programmable divider or altering the
35.42MHz signal for the downmixer. Try
a few figures for yourself and see the
results. In particular calculate what
would happen if the 35.42MHz was
changed for 35.87MHz say. If you own a
microcomputer and have a spreadsheet
program you have an ideal tool for PLL
work and fig. 4 shows the frequencies for
this circuit taken straight from a
spreadsheet file.
After getting a good grasp on the
previous PLL circuit take a look at figure
5 where we have the same PLL02A chip
but arranged slightly differently. In this
version the VCO runs at 17.18 to 17.62

MHz. The mixer is supplied with
20.48MHz which gives an input to the
divider of between 2.86 and 3.3 MHz.

Notice that this time the fixed signal is

r  -ove the VCO frequency so that the
resultant downmix is higher on channel 1
than on channel 40. All this means is that

the channel switch must be arranged
accordingly and generate codes of 330
to 286 for channels 1 to 40 respectively
to give an input to the phase detector of
10kHz. That's the loop section out of the
way which leaves the connections to the
receiver and transmitter. Now when the

17MHz VCO is mixed with the fixed

20.48MHz we not only get the low-
frequency downmix signal but a high-
frequency sum as well. So on channel 1
we have;

20.482-1- 17.18 = 37.66 MHz.

Sound familiar? It's the frequency that
the VCO itself ran at in our last example.
So 37.66MHz is the correct frequency for
the first receiver mixer and a transmit

mixer and 10.695MHz oscillator are

used as before. Thus we've now got 40
transmit/40 receive with two crystals!
Wait, I hear you shout, how is it two
crystals, what about that 20.48MHz? We
mentioned a third use for the reference

oscillator a while back and this is it. Take

10,24MHz. feed it through a doubler and
hey presto - 20.48MHz! Sneaky these
PLL designers using one oscillator for
three functions. The tabulated list of

frequencies for this circuit is shown in
fig, 6 for you to experiment with.

Conclusion
It may seem rather hard going to get
through PLLs but after playing around
with the figures for a while you should
get the hang of it fairly quickly. We
haven't actually looked at the wiring of
PLLs yet but we still have some more
PLLs yet but still have some more PLL
outlines to consider first. They form the
subject of next month's instalment.

Rcur. mixer

5-1024
27MHz Tx chain37MHzPhase

detector

37MHz

2.24-2.68

Downmix

Programmable
divider

Down

mixer
oscil ator

10.695MHz

Loop
oscillator•Ch.1 = 37.66Mc/s

Ch.40 = 38.1Mc/s

35.42MHz

Piqure 3. Typical PLL arrangement using three-crystals
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Fig. 4. Frequencies to be found in fig. 3.

I* rnixcr 10.695

Loop mixer 35.420

CMntmol N-Codo Downmix VCO Ch Ffcq

1 224 2,24 37,66 26,965

2 225 2,25 37,67 26,975

3 226 2,26 37,68 26,985

A 228 2,28 37,70 27,005

5 229 2,29 37,71 27,015

6 230 2.30 37,72 27,025

7 231 2,31 37,73 27.035

a 233 2,33 37,75 27.055

9 234 2,34 37,76 27,065

10 235 2,35 37,77 27.075

11 236 2.36 37,78 27,085

12 238 2,38 37,80 27,105

13 239 2,39 37,81 27,115
14 240 2.40 37,82 27,125

15 241 2.41 37,83 27,135

16 243 2.43 37,85 27,155
17 244 2.44 37,86 27,165

18 245 2.45 37,87 27,175

19 246 2.46 37,88 27.185
20 248 2.48 37.90 27,205

21 249 2.49 37,91 27.215

22 250 2.50 37,92 27.225

23 253 2.53 37,95 27.255
24 251 2,51 37,93 27.235

25 252 2.52 37,94 27,245
26 254 2.54 37,96 27,265

27 255 2.55 37,97 27.275

28 256 2.56 37,98 27,285

29 257 2,57 37,99 27,295
30 258 2,58 38,00 27,305
31 259 2,59 38,01 27,315
32 260 2,60 38,02 27.325
33 261 2,61 38.03 27,335
34 262 2,62 38.04 27.345
35 263 2.63 38-05 27.355

36 264 2,64 38,06 27,365

37 265 2,65 38.07 27.375
38 266 2,66 38.08 27,385
39 267 2,67 38.09 27,395
40 268 2.68 38 !0 27.405

Fig. 6. Frequencies to be found in fig. 5.

T* mixer 10,695

Loop mixer 35,420

Channel N-Code Downmix VCO Ch. Freq

1 330 3.30 37,660 26.965

2 329 3,29 37,670 26,975

3 328 3,28 37,680 26,985

4 326 3,26 37,700 27,005

5 325 3,25 37,710 27,015

6 324 3,24 37,720 27.025

7 323 3,23 37,730 27,035

8 321 3,21 37,750 27.055

9 320 3,20 37,760 27,065

10 319 3.19 37.770 27,075

11 318 3,18 37,780 27,085

12 316 3,16 37,800 27,105

13 315 3,15 37,810 27,115

14 314 3,14 37,820 27,125

15 313 3,13 37,830 27,135

16 311 3.11 37.850 27,155
17 310 3.10 37.860 27,165

18 309 3,09 37,870 27,175

19 308 3,08 37,880 27,185

20 306 3.06 37.900 27,205

21 305 3,05 37,910 27,215

22 304 3.04 37.920 27,225

23 301 3.01 37.950 27,255
24 303 3.03 37,930 27.235

25 302 3.02 37.940 27.245

26 300 3,00 37,960 27,265
27 299 2,99 37,970 27,275

28 298 2,98 37,980 27,285

29 297 2,97 37,990 27,295

30 296 2,96 38,000 27,305

31 295 2,95 38,010 27,315
32 294 2,94 38,020 27,325

33 293 2,93 38,030 27,335

34 292 2.92 38,040 27.345

35 " 291 2,91 38.050 27,355

36 290 2,90 38.060 27,365

37 289 2,89 38.070 27,375

38 288 2,88 38-080 27.385

39 287 2.87 38.090 27 395

40 286 2.86 38 100 27,405

10.24MHz

2Q.48MHZ

loop oscillator
[see text) 37MHz to Rx first mixer

To Rcur. second mixer

10kHz
27MHz

Tx chain37MHzPhase

detector

Ch.1 = 17.18 Mc/s
Ch.40 = 17.62 Mc/s

PLL02A

PLL

mixer
Tx

mixer

Tx

oscillator

Reference

oscillator

1024

Programmable
divider

10.695MHz

Figure 5. PLL02A re-arranged to use just two crystals
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S HARM AN'
SOME OF THE EXCLUSIVE RANGE OF SHARMAN
CITIZEN RAND PRODUCTS NOW AVAILARLE

MAXCOM MX7E
Instant, Fully Portable and Mobile 4

Watt, 40 Channel Transceiver

Complete with antenna, magnetic
mount, power connector, battery pack,

carry case and belt clip.
Squelch and Volume control, TX
indicator and attenuator switch.

pweroawMt
WOWLf MTEMU ftIC

Qurren houmt

A/VLKABie TO
wr Type OF

Atnouoenes

KA 50 PROFESSIONAL QUALITY
GUTTER MOUNT

3 POSITION COAXIAL SWITCH

SW7-12

COMMUNICATIONS SPEAKER
WITH FILTER

SW7-11

COMMUNICATION SPEAKER
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HOLESALE

FM 2-Way Radio from
Moxon: Hands Free

& Helmet Ready!

)) ^ Moxon Model 49-HI
Voice Activated 2-Way
Radio with Operator-to-

Passenger intercom
Here's a 49 MHz FM transceiver AND. intercom

combined in one compact, versatile communicotions
package It's ideal for cycling, boating, snowmobiling—any recreational or industrial
activity that involves the use of helmets. The primary headset permits AUTOMATIC VOICE
ACTIVATED 2-way radio communication with other transceivers on the same frequencies-
UP TO Vj mile AWAY! The second headset lets the passenger monitor the vehicle opera
tor's 2-way conversation, and talk with the operator via intercom. BOTH HELMET CONVERTIBLE
HEADSETS install easily, without cutting or drilling, in most open and closed foce hel
mets. Rugged control unit weighs less than nine ounces and has a handy beit/pocket clip

Also Available:

Model 49 H5.., Helmet A
available 49MHz FM

2 way radio operating
on 5 channels

If you would like further details of the full range of CB equipment,
telephones, In Car entertainment, portable TV and radio and all the
benefits of dealing with one of the country's major wholesalers, then
please phone 061-834-9571 for immediate attention.

3 BURY NEW ROAD, MANCHESTER M8 BFW
TEL 061-834 9571 TELEX 665446 Sharma G

I RING NOW FOR OUR SECURICOR DELIVERY DETAILS!
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am fter looking at the many
different types of QSL

^ ■ cards about, I realised that
the majority of people use
the printer that is closest to

^ ™ their home, perhaps
because of the postage costs, but more
likely because they just didn't know what
is available. Bearing in mind, I sat down
and typed up a questionnaire which, I
hoped, covered all aspects of QSL
printing, I sent out 22 copies to various
printers around the country, all known for
advertising OSL cards, I've tried to cover
them all; black and white, colour

printing, hot-foil, plastic and photo
cards. Much to my amazement, only
twelve of the original 22 thought it a good
enough idea to complete and return my
questionnaire, despite the promise of
free publicity for them! This shows what
sort of response a member of the public
is going to get if they write for samples. I
have heard that some of the companies
have in fact gone out of business, and a
couple have been taken over recently,
but I still felt that it was a poor response
to a good idea. I'd like to take the
printers who received questionnaires,
and also the results from those who did

bother to reply, I'd like to take the
opportunity, then, to sincerely thank all
those who did bother to return to me,

especially those who telephoned with
queries and advice, and those who
added sheets of typing to my
questionnaire with information that I
hand'l thought of.

Most printers will send out a sample
pack of some description on request;
some also charge a nominal sum for this,
usually refundable against your first
order. One of these chaps has asked me
to stress that you must send a decent-
size envelope, at least 6"x8", self-
addressed and with a stamp of at least
20p on it. Also, when you write, please
mark the corner of your envelope, CB
QSL cards. This helps them enormously,
as they do do many other types of
printing. Can you imagine them getting a
request for samples that does not stress
what type of samples you require? So,
please stress in your letter, or on the
envelope, that it is a request for samples
of CB QSL cards.

So, you've decided upon one of two
things. Either (a) you've decided upon
the type of card that you want, or (b)
you're working to a budget and want the
best available for the price. First, always
read all of the print, especially the small
stuff. Most printers have a basic charge
for what they consider is their basic
card. Some then add a bit here and a bit

there for the extras, such as a different
colour of ink, or more than one colour of
ink, or a different colour of card, either
glossy or matt. Most are easy enough to
work out, if you read everything they
send you, but these extras can mount
up, so do be careful and make sure that
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you know exactly what you are going to
get.

Another thing to watch out tor. are the
■plate' costs. Ordinary printing, such as
black and white or full colour printing,
can be of two sorts. One is letterpress,
which requires each letter of the writing
to be mounted separately (called
typesetting) and any drawing or design
has to be engraved on a special metal
plate, which usually costs extra on your
first order, but isn't charged for future
orders as the plate only needs to be
made once. Typesetting usually costs a
nominal sum. and is really dependent
upon the size of the printer as to whether
it will have to be re-set for future orders.
These engraved plates are usually sent
out to engravers (thus increasing your
waiting time) but costs do vary
tremendously. If, at a later date, you want
to go to a different printer, the first will
probably retain the plate as their
copyright, so you will have to pay to have
another one done. This, to my way of
thinking, is wrong; if you have paid good
money for the plate, then it should be
your property, especially if it was your
own artwork. However, most printers
work to this method, but it is worth
enquiring.

On the side of ordinary printing, black
and white cards seem to cost an awful

lot, compared to the price of their
glamorous cousins, hot-foil, especially
when you deduct the plate charge.
Star-Rider does a smashing coral
(textured card) card for £9/250, which
are very nice, compared to the ordinary
black on white matt card costing around
£6/100.

Full colour cards come in many
guises. There is the full colour on gloss
card such as Des Currie's at around
£56/1000, to the Coral, full colour done
by Star-Rider at £40/1000 or POIVlA's
gorgeous cards at £59/1000. Again I
was very impressed with Star-Rider's
cards, they compare very favourably
with both f^OfvlA and Currie's and yet, he
has so far managed to keep the price
down to make it easier for us hard-up
CBers.

Of course, we mustn't forget plastic
cards; these can be very classy and will
stand up to rough treatment. Ensign do a
hot-foil print onto plastic card for £10/
100 plus their plate charge, whilst
Raymac do a superb, credit-type card,
OSL size for £24/100 for first order,
thereafter £18/100. If you want to add a
touch of class to yor QSLing, then these
are well worth looking into. Raymac
charge £2 for their superb sample pack,
but do knock it off your first order. Do
please enclose a self-addressed

envelope of at least 5V2X8V2" and at
Ieasta20p stamp.

'I've made my completed
questionnaires into a type of graph,
which I hope you will be able to follow,
and included prices where known and
addresses, but please don't take my
price list as gospel. Check for yourself,
before you send your money. Twrog
press have only just started to do CB
QSLs, so most of their samples are ham,
but their prices are worth considering.

(vlost of these printers also do eyeball
cards at a reduced size and cost, which
I haven't gone into here, and most also
print many other things as well. I would
like to thank everyone who took the
trouble to return the completed
questionnaire. Those who didn't, well,
I'm not too sure what to make of that.
Either they no longer exist, or they didn't
want the free publicity, or perhaps they
felt that their prices wouldn't stand up to
comparison. Whatever your conclusions
are, I hope you'll be happy with the
printer that you chose. Happy QSLing.
and don't forget to send your cards out
quickly. There's nothing worse than
having to wait months to receive your
OSLs back.

The other type of printing is called
lithographic. This is being used more
and more now, as it is a much easier and
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simpler process, especially for colour
printing. What this involves is taking a
plate again, but this plate is more like a
photographic negative (but more
complicated). A different litho plate has
to be made for each colour you require,
so increasing the price. This usually isn't
as expensive as letterpress, after all, a
■photograph' can't be as expensive to
produce as an engraved metal plate.

If you are a bit of an artist, or liave a
friend who can draw up your artwork for
you, then you may feel that your printing
cost should be cheaper, not using their
artist. However, very few printers
actually give a reduction for your own
supplied artwork. Saying that, none of
the printers charge the going rate for
artwork anyway. Art is a skilled and
trained job, and no professional artist
would do your artwork for a couple of .
quid. Most have a relative or friend who
does this job cheaply for them. One of
the problems with artwork is that most
people do not understand what is meant
by 'camera-ready' artwork. This usually
means that it is past the first stage, and
ready for the litho "photograph' to be
taken. In black and white printing, or one
colour ink, this means that the artwork is
finished, all wording intact, on a glossy
white paper, and the correct size. Do
your drawing with a technical pen. such
as the Rotring, or a good quality dip pen,
using black Indian ink. not biro or marker
pen. There should be no poorly-covered
mistakes or smudges. The technical pen
used, should be 0.3mm or 0.5mm. If all
that is in order, and the chosen printer
does give a reduction for artwork, then
you are well away. If you're wanting a full
colour print, the artwork needs to be
exactly the same as above. Then get a
photcopy of it, and use basic strong
colours to show the colours that you
want. Artwork for photo cards also needs
to be a specific size, so do check first
with your printer. If you are sending a
negative. It must be 35mm and a good
clear bright print for the best results.

Next thing to consider, is the postage
and packing costs, some first charge as
much as £3.50 per 1 GO for P&P; this
could be a charge as excessive as £9 for
1 COG of your cards. Another will include
P&P in their overall price so beware;
what looks like a good price on paper
will suddenly rocket when you add the
P&P costs. Of course if the printer goes
to swap meets and eyeballs, then you
can arrange to collect, so cutting out
postage charges.

Also look closely at the minimum order
requirements. If you only want 100
cards, then don't order from a company
that only prints 1 GOO's. One firm actually
quotes a minimum of 3000 for their
full-colour cards, but they are looking
into smaller quantities at the moment.

Hot-Foil cards do seem to add a touch
of class to your QSLing and, when you
start to compare prices, they do seem
quite cheap compared to other printing

QSL FROM

<%>

personal: KEITH
QTH: BrierleyHill
Bravo Hotel 02

PO Box 27, Brierley Hill, West IV1idlands,DY51HZ.

SEA DART
MARCUS
PO BOX 201
WOLVERHAMPTON
WV10 9HH
ENGLAND
UK
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NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF QSL PRINTERS

B & M Printers

PO Box 12

WaterlooviHe

Portsmouth

P07 7PU

Tel: 0705 261201

Ensign
58b, Market Street

Ashby De-La-Zouch
Leics.

Tel: 0530415730

Twfog Press
Dept CB
Penybont
Gellilydan
Blaenau Ffestiniog
Gwynedd
LL41 4EP

Tel: 076 685 341

New Midas

c/Q 40 Marklew Close

Shire Oak

Brownhills

WS8 7AP

—

6WBEC0
Til Radio

(And Crew)

2iid Operator

Cwi

3rd Operator

Steven

'[BUMCwitiarmi PO BOX Waterioomt.Hanu POT TPU

D. Currie QSLs

Room 2

89 Derwent Street

Biackhil!

Consett

DH8 8LT

Tel: 0207 505191

Poma/DB Cards

c/o Ray
P.O. Box 106

Canterbury
Kent

CT13YN

Tel: 0227 457627 (evenings)

Charlie Cards

26 Edward Street

Hartshorne

Burton on Trent

DE117HG

Tel: 0283 221261

Sharp Graphics
PO Box 3

Grangemouth
FK39BD

Tel : 0324 473432

D. H. Elbourn

1 Downside

Rowner

Gosport
Hants PO13 0JS

Tel: 0329 289165

C. 0. Jones

St Ivey
North Road

Queenborough
Kent ME11 SET

Tel; 0795 665789

Star-Rider Designs
PO Box 112

St Leonards on Sea

East Sussex TN34 6NX

Tel: 0420 026398 (evenings)

Raymac Club Supplies
CBQSL

No 2 Showfield Ind. Units

Pasture Lane Ind. Estate

Malton

N. Yorkshire

types, especially when you deduct (he
plate charge. Again, hot-foil printing
requires a metal plate to be engraved,
costing somewhere in the region of
£10-15, meaning that your first 100
ordered will cost somewhere around the

£20 mark, but further orders will only set
you back £5-£8. If you're thinking of
having the larger 6"x4" cards, then do
consider that you'll have to buy larger
envelopes for them.

With hot-foil, try and get some
samples, either from friends or from the
printer himself. Look particularly at the
foil solid blocks, check for splits,
scratches and foil where there shouldn't
be foil. This is usually a sign of a
poorly-made plate, or the foil being too
hot or cold. I was very impressed by the
multi-colour cards from Charlie, but
disappointed to discover that they do
these for family only. Not surprising when
you discover that each colour of foil
requires a separate plate, and has to go
through the machine every time, so 100
cards would take 400 pressings, and
cost an awful lot. Looking closely at the
foil blocking on all the samples I
received, I must admit that the Ensign
cards do seem to come out on top,
although I have also to admit to bias, as I
use Ensign myself. No two people will
want the same from their cards, so it's up
to you to make your own decision.

Another item to check upon, is
whether the cards are printed on the
back as standard, with a CB QSL report.
Some do it automatically, some only on
request, and some have several designs
to choose from. Again, some charge
extra, some include it in their total cost,
so do check first before ordering.

With the more expensive, but classy
'photo-cards', there are several things to
look into. To start with, what exactly does
the printer mean 'photo card'? Some,
I've found, print a full-colour picture and
add a small passport size photo of
yourself (POMA), some print a 'words-
only' hot-foil card, again with a small
photo, (Charlie, £21/100 for first order)
and some will do an original painting,
cartoon or otherwise, complete with your
handle and call-sign, then photograph it
(Ensign, first 100 £40). For cheapness, I
paint a picture myself, add the handles
with Letraset, photograph and waste a
full film, and then order double prints, so
giving me 48 or even 72 cards for as little
as £5. Better still, once you've take the
picture, call one of the big photo
processing agencies who do the same
day service for the chemist. I've been
quoted £18.50 for 100 prints off one
negative. Some of the printers include a
wallet/folder complete with QSL report
with the first order (Ensign) which, as a
QSL cards, looks very classy indeed.
Apart from POMA who only print to
1000's, most photocard people will print
100 off, so look around and make sure

that you know what you are getting as a
pholocard.
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PRINCIPLE PRINTERS
This includes a £1 plate charge which
is deducted from further orders.

9 Reduces to £48 on further orders.

90 Add plate charge to this

Reduces to £18 on

further orders

ENSIGN 20 7-750 8 40^
^00

20/ io>-'
^00

CHARLIE 18 6-50 18-%
"-*1^

NEW MIDAS 21 7-50

SHARgRApH|(3s 19-50 6-50

B ̂  M 18-50 6-50 7-5d Aoo
6-505
-Aoo

10 >
A\oO

8-5^
■"-*100

D.H. El bourn 5/
yioo

5/
Aoo

6 /
/lOO ^yfoo

Twrog Press /joo Aoo 'Aoo

C.D. Jones 13-56
y^tooo

1
Âooo

20-2S 14G-25
A3000

D. Currie QSL 16,
^ooo

16-50
^»ooo

56.
Aooo

Slar^Rider 40/
yAOOO

ROMA / D.B. /500
59 •
A 000

RAYMAC 24^
/Too
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BOTHS
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PBICE
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PRINTING-

BRCK

over

printing

AND

COST £

STANDARD

DESIGNS

AVAILA&LE

AND

COST £

ANY

REDUCTION

FOR

OWN

ARTWORK

DELIVERY

TIMES

IISCOONTS

FOR

LARGER

QUANTITIES

£
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Postage
R

PACklNGr

COSTS

£

Ensign •m •100 3^x5^ If
require INCL.

from

^Moo ^^00 £5
2-3
weeks

£1^
1000

—

FreeJUJ

^Hooo
Zharlie

Cards
% •100 YES INCL. £7 —

10-14
days

= 59^
1000

— INCL.

New
Midas

m 100 85 x135
fnJT).

YES INCL. ^^00 £4
21-28
days NEG. — INCL.

Sharp
Graphics

0• 100
lOOmno
xlBOmw

IF
REQ.

approx
£1/100

tT50^
^0

— —

28
days

=57-50

1000
—

90^
loo

Printers
m • 100 3^x5^"

IF
REQ. ^jKoo £12/

^50
—

4 weeks
max. NEG 12-00 £3

U.K

D.H.
Elbourn

• 100
II 11

YES INCL. QUOTE
REQS.
artwork

2-3
weeks NEG 100

INCL.

Twrog
Press

# •100 90x140
mm.

YES fli^oSo ^Voo £2^
—

14-21
days NO £3 INCL.

C.D. Jones •# 1000
up to
6"x 4"

YES
o/

+50/° —
—

2 weeks
max. NEG £3-90 INCL.

Currie QSLs 00 1000 3Vx 5"
IF
REQ.

BY

QUOTE
NO

£16-50

100)
—

10-14
days

? £4-60 INCL.

Star-Rider
Designs

#
6lvJ.2 5 0
c«-1000 NO QUOTE QUOTE —

7-10
days NO QUOTE

£2
250sw

Poma/DB. 0•1000
11 . II IF

REQ.
£8/
^000

i8x
nooo

artwork

ready £5
4-6
weeks NEG —

£3^
1000

Raymac • 100
, 1 It

3^x5 NO n/a NO
— —

2-3
weeks

YES
Plus
5%
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CAPTAIN SPARX

H  ho will be the first

H  whiz-kid to take over
mMmW a satellite TV
mm MW transponder — just
Wm Wm to show he/she
" " knows something
about technology? The question came
up in a US satellite TV seminar a few
years ago, and in a lighthearted manner,
some of the not-too-junior whiz-kids
suggested how it might be done. True, it
had distinct overtones of Flash Gordon

film serials, but the discussion indicated
why satellite TV operators are somewhat
thoughtful on the matter of security. The
problem is that, in the USA especially,
people love to be First in doing
something neat. And what could be
neater than interrupting the official
transmission on a satellite transponder
with unofficial greetings from Junior,
somewhere east of Iowa? It's a tough life
for anyone involved with
communications security, even at this
level.

During last year's coal miners'
industrial dispute, my local (ILR) station
was much upset by occasional use of its
official frequency by an illicit operator
eager to mention the strikers' point of
view. Well, it made a change from the
station's usual diet of commercials

slightly interrupted by records. Things
are now back to mind-numbing normality
at the station, but as and when the

industrial problems flare up again,
somewhere a transmitter will possibly be
brought down from the attic for
propaganda use. Even apart from such
toil in the cause of industrial democracy
-whatever that is-such use of rigs can
be claimed as Radio Firsts. Introduction

of legal community radio would, at the
very least, divert such enthusiasm into
officially approved channels,
A few years back, you could meet in

almost any town of any size (e.g. one
having both Woolworths and a Co-op.
plus phone boxes that worked) fellows
ready to claim that they were the first in

34

GREAT
RADIO
FIRSTS
Captain Sparx looks at a few
communications innovations

This staff car was used by GenerdI Allenby on his victorious entry into Jerusalem in 1917,
the man who was later to provide a liberated theatre in the city for The Roosters
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the locality to operate on CB radio.
Necessarily, this is a local rather than a
national claim, since anyone saying he/
she was the first in all Britain could

reasonably be asked with whom he/she
was communicating. True, skip
conditions make many marvels, but to
be the very first in all the UK would be as
great a distinction as owning up to
inventing the Poll Tax (which, by the way,
is likely to cause more creased brows
than overloaded CB rigs). One long
distance driver reflected that on runs

from the north of England to London, in
the early 1970s, you might just
occasionally encounter a fellow user of
the noble radio art. In fact, radio

contacts of this kind were by pre-
arrangement more often than not, as the
pools of the CB Intelligence were
somewhat rare. CB operators, using
imported US rigs, tended to regard one
another as fellow members of a Lost

Tribe of Israel.

You will recall that some of the CB

conservatives, mercifully few in number,
thought that CB would be ruined if
provided for the population in general.
They suggested that the best policy was
to keep the politicians from finding out
about it (not too difficult) and keeping the
communications to a sort of Radio

Aristocracy. Well, it makes a nice idea
for some polito seeking re-election;
"Vote for me. and I will make sure that
CB is never legalised." Those very early
rigs would certainly be rated as vintage

1930s shot from the 'In Town Tonight' studios. Far right is the producer, A W Hanson, whose
programme achieved many Radio Firsts!

by now, including the original 18 channel
models, though SSB soon became an
illicit favourite in Britain, among the CB
hoi-poiloi (that's meant to be a
compliment, so don't write in to the
Captain). If asked how it was in the old
days, the CB prospectors of the past say
things like, "It was nice to chat with
Signer Marconi and Sir Oliver Lodge."
They like to show they were... FIRST.

ii

Meanwhile, the concept of the Radio
First crops up in the US amateur radio
publications, whilst CB journals of the
1970s certainly ran pieces on gents
eager to assert their claim to history,
sometimes by running rigs so powerful
that everyone in town got a headache
just walking down the street. There were
also those 'channel masters' who

grabbed all the frequencies through
their whelped-up electronics, and
insisted that lesser folk ask permission
before going on air. Not just First but
Foremost.

Some years back, the 'Old Timers
Bulletin' published by the Antique
Wireless Association ran an article about

The Clicquot Club Eskimos, the first
performers in the USA to have their own
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regular radio show (1926, NBC.
syndicated 1951). The show was
sponsored by the Clicquot Club
Beverages, and ran for 30 minutes,
though this intelligence suggests that
Britain had even more prestigious claim
to be first. In response to the US claim,
the Captain Sparx Research Unit,
consisting of two blokes and a long
ladder, has been investigating. So here
is the kind of Great British Radio Firsts

Claims you can drop into your
conversation, along with your personal
claims to fame, like being the first chap
in the street to fall off the roof while trying
to tie a CB antenna to the chimney.
The Big Money awaiting people ready

to broadcast on radio (or later to appear
in the Wogan Show) became evident
early on. Radio output was initiated in
November 1922. under the auspicies of
the British Broadcasting Company. The
first broadcast was primarily designed to
cover the general election results, but
people easily tiring of politicians in those
days, the Company suggested some
light entertainment. Norman Long - 'a
song, a smile and a piano' - was invited
to take part in that first radio broadcast.
At first, he turned the offer down, but
eventually agreed, though the grand fee
was 'nowf. As in some aspects of
modern radio, the professionals tended
to think that anyone allowed to go near a
microphone ought to be glad to do it for
nothing (even if they never would
themselves). So Norman Long claimed
to be the first not only to broadcast from
Marconi House in 1922, but again to
claim a first, when he broadcast from the
newly acquired Savoy Hill Studios in
1927, the year in which the British
Broadcasting Corporation was created.
We are glad, and indeed relieved to
report that on the second occasion, he
was paid handsomely for his
performance - a guinea, or in modern
parlance, one pound, five pence. He
also appeared at the 1927 Royal
Command Variety Performance at the
Victoria Palace, first of these events to
be transmitted on radio. He lived in

Sydenham, by the way, a part of the
metropolis which has its own radio
aristocracy today. Rumour has it that
some of these aristocrats are hoping to
get the Crystal Palace rebuilt, as a place
to install really effective aerials.
Soon after Norman Long had proved

the popularity of music on the air, the
British Broadcasting Company signed
up a dance band, namely that of Marius
B. Winter (1923) - also the first to use a
signature tune ('Whispering'), to engage
a lady announcer for radio
announcements, and to add soft music
backgrounds (piano/string
arrangements) to radio link
announcements. Incidentally, that
excellent dance band (subject of a
recent EMIAft/orld Records LP

compilation) Maurice Winnick and his
'sweetest music this side of heaven' was

the first to appear in a British "talkie", the

FLEX'S FRIEND WANTS HIS HEARD

yOM ARE eiGHT. FLEX,
AN/ONE WHO OSCILLATES
UNDULY JS A NUISANCE.
SyTME WAY. You MUSTBPOP ACROSS

/ THE ROAD
SOMETIME
AND HEAR,

se-t

OWN HOME

yoii dont Say so.

THATS youR.
DOOR e>ELL.

EYCUSE ME.

it's ALFR.EO.

ALFRED TELLS Me) /tHE BOX
you'VE HEARD y USMISTAKEK)
MY SET. ^ ^

iv (a

The Oscillating Neighbour was one of the Radio Perils of the 1930s, as this strip

from a 1931 radio weekly confirms

BIP production, 'Atlantic', made at
Elstree Studios in the late 1920s.

Maurice Winnick was quite a character,
and had his own dance band before

reaching his twenty-first birthday. His
own special Radio First was that of being
the first British band to be heard in an

Outside Broadcast, what was then
called 'a relay' direct from The Piccadilly
Hotel in London (1931).
Now, as every CB Committee Member

knows, the best laid plans can result in
8.B.C. (Sheer Blooming Chaos) and this
is not entirely unknown in broadcasting
matters. As the newly founded British
Broadcasting Corporation prepared to
move its facilities from Savoy Hotel on
the Thames Embankment, to the new
Broadcasting House in Portland Place,
there was a certain amount of S.B.C.

relating to where performers were
expected to go. One day, a pianist, who
had been booked to participate in a live
broadcast, Patricia Rossborough, turned
up on time only to find that one of the
BBC bureaucrats had sent her to the

wrong site, namely to the new battle-ship
like building in Portland Place, instead of
Savoy Hill, As broadcasts were made
live, there was no time to travel to Savoy
Hill; on the other hand, the yet-to-be-
completed complex at Portland Place,
had only one live microphone, and that
was in the chapel. In what is known in the
trade as a Lash Up Job, the live mike
was linked to Savoy Hill, a piano was
pushed into the Chapel and Miss
Rossborough went ahead with the
programme. The music was 'jazz', by the
way, and this 'christening' of the chapel
would not have gone down well with
those ecclesiastics who still wondered if

radio was a sneaky idea from down
below. Bui - what a Radio First, playing

jazz on a piano, to the only live mike at
the BBC in a building stili welcoming
tradesmen and artisans! Maybe it
anticipated the current boom in Gospel
Music, in which the BBC has played a
distinguished part, of course.
My favourite Radio First Story

concerns 'The Roosters', almost the First
Concert Party to broadcast though
bealen by the shortest of cat's whiskers
by 'TheCo-optirriists'.

it's a yarn that even out-does some of
the claims to fame coming from veteran
CBers after the second gin. 'The
Roosters' were a concert party created
by army personnel during the Salonika
campaign in 1917. The title of the
concert party was 'inspired' by the name
of the Commanding Cfficer of the
Summerhil Camp at Salonika, a certain
Captain G.U.B. Roose. Within a
remarkably short time, 'The Roosters'
were playing to troop audiences
throughout the Middle East theaire of
operations. General Allenby was so
impressed that he assigned the former
Turkish Municipal Theatre in Jerusalem
for the concert party's use. With
appropriate changes, the theatre
became, for some four months, the
centre of Rooster shows - The Palestine

Pavilion. Rigours of army life perhaps
faded into insignificance compared with
what faced them in the early days of
radio. The BBC invited 'The Roosters' to

broadcast from Savoy Hill, and there
was no Hospitality Room in those days.
According to a press report, 'there was
no rehearsal, they were just bundled into
a small room and told to carry on'. Cf
course, with the restrictions on finance
encountered at the BBC these days,
such experiences may be just ahead!
Twenty years after the Salonika
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campaign, i.e. in 1937, 'The Roosters'
were still going strong, broadcasting
(rom Radio Normandy in a show
sponsored by Fynnon Salts, a health
care product. Four of the originals.
Arthur fylackness, Percy Ivlerriman,
William tylack and Charles Harrison were

still in the show, whilst George Western,
another of the originals, was now part of
one of the radio and variety's most
popular acts. The Western Brothers.
Although Captain Sparx has used
original research for this epic chunk of
literature, we heartily recommend Denis
Gifford's 'Golden Age of Radio
(Batsford) if you want to know more
about Great British Radio Firsts, of which
there were many.

Outside broadcasting, there were
many other Radio Firsts, including a
scheme to detect mineral deposits,
sunken steel hull wrecks, etc using
radio. This sort of thing is done visually
by sensing satellites, today, far more
significant for humanity, long term, than
all the chat about more entertainment on

satellite. The idea was really a French
Radio First, based on a technique
developed by the French Army during
the first world war. Idea here was to

detect caches of ammunition.

or other 'buried metal' which could mean

counter-espionage activity. A signaller
would go into No Ivlan's Land - the
sector between allied and enemy lines -
armed with a couple of copper earth
rods which (if he was not duly observed
by an enemy sniper) he placed about
200 yards apart, running the wire/cable
connection back to the trench listening
post. At the headquarters of the
operation, the two rods were connected
to the secondary terminals of a Low
Frequency transformer carrying what
were then known as 'the speech
currents'. Low frequency currents
radiated from the copper earth rods,
acting as aerials, could be monitored via
headphones connected across the two
earths at the receiver. Large quantities of
metal - buried in the ground - so
affected the earth current activity that
on-the-spot searching could be carried
out at appropriate times. Of course,
where a large amount of shrapnel lay in a
wide area, the technique was well near
useless, but the point of the observation
was not lost, and throughout the 1920s,
was used as a base for further research

- in the USA. Canada and in Germany,
for example. In the western states of the
USA. for example. 50 meter transmitters,
on the very short waves, were used to
detect the presence of metallic ores. By
the 1930s, the potentialities of 'treasure
hunting by radio' were being discussed,
but if anyone actually found treasure by
fixing up a home-designed system, there
was no publicity about such a discovery.
This would have been the kind of Radio

First best kept to oneself!
Germany was well ahead in many

aspects of radio and recording
technology, first for example in
developing a plastic recording tape,
though no-one in Britain seemed
especially interested in the pre World War
Two announcements of this astonishing
technology. The autobahns, shown in
cinema newsreels as if canals on Mars

rather than a model for UK

developments, could have been ideal for
CB style information systems, of the type
envisaged by General Motors in the
1950s and 1960s. To General Motors

laboratory work in the USA, surely goes
the honour of being First to demonstrate
the possibilities of cars equipped with
CB radio, as provision of updated traffic
and weather information for the driver. Itabandoned by the enemy, for example.

This Opel Speed Racer, with a top speed of 430mph, would be ideal for avoiding traffic
problems mentioned on the rig!

all seems a long time ago, seeing that
we are just developing use of in-car
technology today, i.e. beyond
demonstration stages.

Hitler's People's Car - the Volkswagen
■ was a great propaganda coup, but the
truth was that this astonishing model was
never put into great runs for civilian
production before the second world war.
Had it been, the radio-minded Fuhrer
might well have gone along with
something remarkably like CB radio, in
its traffic control applications. As it was,
the beloved beetle did not come into its

own until after the collapse of the Third
Reich. Characteristically, the Germans
came to recognise the possibilities of CB
communication, and like other Western
Europeans, have used the techniques to
good, time-and-money saving effect.
Some might argue that far from being
First in this aspect of Radio, Britain -
thanks to the bumbles of bureaucracy
and uncertainties of our Wisers and

Betters - is closer to the Last.

Still - if Woody Allen ever makes a
'Radio Days 11'. he may mention the
Brits. 'Radio Days', his latest movie
released this summer, is full of delights
for the radio enthusiast, especially those
who have visited the USA or know

something of that great nation's radio
preoccupations. The film includes a visit
to that showplace of entertainment, the
Radio City Music Hall in New York,
though even this has links with a Great
British First. The first personality to
appear in the celebrated British radio
interview show. 'In Town Tonight' was a
certain Austen Croom Johnson, a

composer. That was in 1933, and Croom
Johnson later became producer of his
own show, 'Soft Lights and Sweet
Music', Later in the 1930s, he presented
shows at The Radio City Music Hall;
maybe the infant Woody Allen was there
at the time.

Woody Allen's film gives the
impression that radio was an integral
part of family life (it makes for more
individual listening today). Several films
have had a CB theme, of course,
including Paul le Mat's 'Citizens Band'
(Paramount) and the picture of small
town US life. 'Honky Tonk Freeway'.
Presumably, in some future decade,
someone will take a "Radio Days'
approach to CB. and show how Pa and
Ma, sat nights around the rig. hoping
Aunt Mabel, spinster extraordinary,
would find herself a nice young man on
the rig. As and when such a film is made.
Captain Augustus Sparx here mentions
his willingness to mention his Radio First,
not before revealed to the human race.

On the whole. Captain Sparx reckons
he was the first man in Britain to drop his
power mike into Ma's home made mix. It
happened while he was unpacking the
thing, and he didn't like to mention it to
Ma, as she thrust the bowl into the oven.
It was one of those Great British Firsts

that could have been put into Mrs
Beeton's Cookery Book, don't you know.
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DIY SIGNAL
INJECTOR
David Cox proffers a homemade signal injector for
troubleshooting audio equipment

Signal injectors have
been around for some

time now and are used

in the repair of audio
equipment. The project
below is a simple

version of this principal. It emits a
medium pitched tone which can be
inserted into an audio signal path and
followed through the various stages of
the circuit under test, to track down a

fault. The project also boasts a variable
output amplitude to suit both high and
low level circuits.

How It Works
In order to generate a tone, an oscillator
is called for. For this kind of project, a
sine wave is normally used, but this is
more complicated to produce than the
simple square wave incorporated here.
Fig 1 shows an operational amplifier
connected as an oscillator.

At first, consider the output of the
op-amp to be "high" (positive) and the
capacitor C having no charge. At this
stage, the voltage at the (-) terminal of
the op-amp is zero and the voltage at the
{+) terminal is roughly half of the output
voltage, due to the divider action of the
two resistors, R1 & 2. As time passes by,
the capacitor will slowly gain charge as a
small current flows from the output of the
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op-amp, via the resistor R3 and into the
capacitor. When the voltage at the (-)
terminal of the op-amp exceeds that at
the (+) terminal, the output switches to
low. or negative. Now, the capacitor
discharges and when the voltage at the
(-) terminal becomes lower than that
present at the (+) terminal, the output
switches to high again. The cycle simply
repeats over and over to produce the
output tone.
The frequency of the oscillation is

governed by the values of R3 and C. The
higher these values, the lower the output
frequency.

The Circuit - See Fig 2
The circuit was designed to operate from
a DC voltage of between 12 and 18 volts.
This current enters the circuit via the

diode, D1 and this prevents the supply
being connected the wrong way around.
R10 sets a suitable current through the
power indicator 02. The following
resistor and zener diode, R9 and ZD1

respectively, are used to correct the
supply to exactly 10 volts. When the
voltage at ZD1 exceeds 10 volts, it
short-circuits, bringing the voltage
down. The precise supply is required to
keep the output of the unit at an accurate
amplitude. The next stage is to centre
tap the supply and this function is
performed by the resistors R7 and RB,
and also the capacitor 02. As the two
resistors are equal in value, the voltage
between them is half of the supply
voltage. Therefore, with reference to this
junction, pin 8 of 101 is at -i-5 volts, and
pin 4 is at -5 volts. This split supply is
common in op-amp circuits.

101 a forms the heart of the square
wave oscillator; its associated

components, 01 and R3, set the output
frequency at about 750Hz. The output is
then carried to the amplitude selection
stage formed by the range switch S2, the

two resistors R4 and R5. and the

potentiometer, VR1. As the wiper of VR1
is moved away from the 0 volt line and
towards the resistors, the amplitude of
the square wave on the wiper increases.
The switch was included to give the user
improved control over the very low
amplitudes.
The next stage in the process is a

buffer circuit. Its purpose is to maintain
the output voltage even into low
impedance loads. If this circuit was not
included, the loading effect on VR1
would mean that the desired output
amplitude could only be guaranteed
when working with higher impedances.

Finally, the signal output is presented
at the front panel of the box after passing
through the protective resistor. R6,
which prevents the unit from being
damaged if the output is accidentally
shorted.

Construction
Construction begins with the assembling
of the board. The copper strips need to
be broken between the two rows of pins
on C1, and this should be done before
soldering into place the 8 pin 10 socket.
Note that the 10 should not be soldered

directly, but inserted into its socket when
all other construction is completed. The
rest of the components can then be
inserted, whilst making sure that
D1 ,D2,ZD1 and 0 are placed in the right
way around. Fig 3 shows the overall
layout of the board and connections to
the off-board components.
The prototype was housed in a two-

tone "verobox" which measured 153 x

84 X 39.5mm. This gave a very pleasing
finish and a rugged casing to a unit that
is bound to be well used.

A total of 7 holes needed to be drilled

in order to accommodate the panel
components. As can be seen from the
photograph, on the prototype, VR1 was
mounted on a bracket, away from the
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Figure 2. Complete circuit

front panel. Tfiis was found to be
necessary as such a small knob had no
room to hide the mounting hardware.
The 'power' indicating LED was
mounted on the board and bent through
90 degrees to shine through a 4mm
aperture. Two 4mm sockets were used
to allow the output to be connected to a
pair of probes and, likewise, a pair of
similar sockets were mounted on the
rear panel for connection to the power
supply.

Once the panel components are sited,
they can be linked to the board via
suitable lengths of connecting wire. Note
that resistors R4 and RSwere mounted
directly behind the switch. S2, and their
unconnected wires brought together to a
common point. Also, note that on the
prototype, VR1 included an on/off switch
for the power supply. Alternatively, a
separate switch could be used.

Finally, the box can be finished by
decorating it with rub down transfers and
fixing to its base, four rubber feet.

Testing
For a complete and thorough test, an
oscilloscope is required to check that
the output amplitude and frequency,
hold true. However, oscilloscopes are
highly specialised and highly priced
units. Therefore, the unit can be given a
rough check by connecting the output to

Components
Resistors R1,2 10k (2 off) C

a small loudspeaker or set of
headphones. Once the unit is switched
on, a medium pitched tone should be
heard. If not, rotate the level control
clockwise as this should act as a volume
control. The amplitude switch will also
make an audible difference. If no tone is
heard, re-check all of the connections
and component positions. If VR1
appears to work in reverse i.e. rotating
clockwise decreases the volume, then
simply change around the outer wires
connected to the back of VR1.

Use
Let's say, for example, we have just
finished constructing an audio power
amplifier circuit. Once a suitable power
supply and loudspeaker have been
wired up, the Signal Injector can be
placed across the input to the amplifier.
If all is well, a tone should be heard from
the loudspeaker. If no sound is heard, or
the sound is intermitten or badly
distorted, then obviously something is
wrong. The most likely problem is a duff
component or 'dry' solder joint. The
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apacitors C1 O.luF ceramic
R3 6k8 C2 47uFmin elect.
R4 470k
R5 39k Semiconductors IC1 TL082 dual op-amp
R6 470 D1 1N4001 diode
R7-9 2k2 (3 off) 02 5mm red LED
RIO 470O 1 watt ZD1 10 volt, 1 wattzener

Miscellaneous Copper strip board, 30 holes by 24 strip. Suitable box, socket. 2
red & 2 black 4mm sockets, probes, connecting wire, solder, hardware. 10k linear
potentiometer. SPOT switch, knob, letter.

Signal Injector can quickly track down
such devils. Just connect the tone
source at a later stage in the amplifier
circuit and keep progressing along the
amplifiers signal path until a sound is
heard. The point between the lastest
(working) connection and the previous
connection contains the fault.

The injector can be used in many
situations and is well worth the cost of
the project. It is particularly useful for
checking that old microphone that keeps
breaking up!
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CHANNEL
CROSSING

Paul Coxwell gives us the definitive run-down on the many
different channels now in use — and their relation to the

frequencies

Just recently, with the official
introduction of another 40

channels bringing England
in line with most of Europe,
there has been a lot of talk

about old frequencies and
new frequencies and, in many cases,
considerable confusion. To set the

record straight then, we will take a look
at the different channels in use, both
officially and unofficially.

If we take a trip back into the dim
distant past of pre-t976wefind that the
Federal Communications Commission

(the American department that deals
with such radio matters) allowed the use
of just 23 channels. These are the
frequencies listed in table 1 and you will
see that the channels are essentially
spaced at the familiar 10kHz. Various
rules applied as to which channels could
be used for what purpose, the original

intention being that some channels were
reserved for communications between

units of the same call-sign, i.e. working
under the same licence, whilst others
may be used for communication
between units of different call-signs.
Emergencies obviously overruled such
limitations.

All such constraints were dropped
long ago, however, and need not
concern us here. Notice that there are

distinct gaps in-between certain
channels, 3 and 4 for instance. These
channels were allocated to radio-control

devices for model aircraft, boats and so

on and are still in use worldwide,
although many people are now moving
to higher frequencies because of
interference. The six basic radio-control

channels are often referred to by colours
rather than channel numbers as with CB

and table 2 shows the allocations. As a

slight detour from our main aim you may
sometimes notice small coloured flags
attached to the antenna on the

transmitter of model enthusiasts'

equipment. This shows the channel they
are operating on so that anyone close by
can avoid trying to use the same
freqency with slightly detrimental effects
to the models.

It was in the seventies that CB started

to catch on in a big way with a
'succession of fuel shortages and the
advent of such movies as Convoy and
Smokie and the Bandit. It was clear that

23 channels were not sufficient with the

increased activity and the FCC
expanded the band to 40 channels
(table 3). There had been a large space
between channels 22 and 23, enough for
two more channels, and these were duly
filled with the new channels 24 and 25.

Channels 26 through 40 then followed
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straight on from the old channel 23 with
no gaps for other services. This is how
that peculiar assignment around
channels 22 to 26 came about. The new

rigs could have been made so that the
channels from 20 upwards ran in order
but then channel 23 on an old rig
wouldn't correspond to channel 23 on a
new rig! One other point to notice is that
the blue radio-control channel is actually
shared with Chanel 25 of CB. It was also

at this time that the old 23-channel sets

were being sold off at ridiculously low
prices because the FCC rules that they
must be off dealers' shelves by a certain
date.

Across the pond in Europe the various
governments were either deciding or
being forced to introduce CB in their
respective countries and the now
standard FCC allocations were used. In

some places, such as Australia, people
had been using equipment illegally
bought in from the United States so
much that the authorities could do little

except authorize such sets! Whilst it is
true to say that most countries now use
the frequencies listed in table 3 there are
considerable variations in exact

requirements. In America you are
allowed to use AM or SSB with power
limits of 4W and 12W PEP respectively.
Some countries adopted this exact
system, some made minor alterations
such as allowing 2-watts. Many
European authorities decided that they
were only going to allow operation to be
FM and quite a few restricted use to 22
or 23 channels rather than the full 40.

Although it may seem very hard to
believe, Italy only has (legally) 23
channels! There are also some very
peculiar quirks which take some figuring
out, such as in Austria where you may
use FM on any channel and AM on a
selected few. The main point however is
that the frequencies used are in the
26.96 to 27.41 MHz range.
Unless you are very new to CB it

should come as no surprise that a very
large number of stations operate
illegally, the Italians being a classic
example where the general rule of
survival seems to be "use whatever

frequency on whatever mode with as
much power as you like." Whilst 40
channels may be plenty in a remote rural
area, people soon began to get
somewhat annoyed with the
overcrowding in cities and the constant
abuse and plain bad-manners tht are
unfortunately still with us today. The
natural reaction, of course, was to get
radios modified so that they would work
just outside the permitted band of
frequencies allowing a little peace and
quiet and this occupation soon turned
into an international pastime on CB.
Before long, manufacturers realized that
there was potential profit here and
started turning out sets with extra
channels fitted. These were generally
the same as the basic 40-channel

models but with a few extra parts fitted
and a switch on the front to select

between the regular band and "high-
band." Flicking this switch just shifted
the whole band of 40 channels upwards
so that channel 1 of this band continued

where channel 40 of the legal band left
off.

In table 4 you can see these channels
under the "Hi" column. Notice that the

same skips at channels 3/4, 7/8 etc, are
present, as is the mix-up at 22 to 26. Use
of all these frequencies was, and still is.
totally illegal of course, so the jumps
weren't concerned with missing radio-
control channels or anything like that —
it is simply that that was the easiest way
to make the radios. It is here that channel

numbering can start to get a little
confusing, because some
manufacturers left the display as it was
on the new band, going from 1 to 40, and
others decided to arrange things so that
flicking the band switch made the
display run from 41 to 80. So where the
chart says 27.415MHz any particular
radio may display it as either channel 1
or channel 41, depending on the design.
On the basis of you can't have too

much of a good thing, even if it is illegal,
Il20-channel transceivers started
appearing. Different manufacturers
again decided to go different ways,
preferring two main systems for these
rigs. Some opted for another 40-
channels continuing below the legal
band thus giving access fo all the
frequencies listed under low, mid, and
high in table 4. Mid-band has become
somewhat of a general name for what is
the authorized band in most countries.

The low band shows on the display as 1
to 40, regardless of whether high-band
is 1 to 40 or 41 to 80. The other approach
employed was to continue upwards from
the top of high-band giving what is now
generally referred to as super-high. On
those rigs where high band channels are
numbered 41 to 80 it may therefore
seem most logical to label these
channels 81 through 120 but to enable
standard 2-digit displays to be kept the
numbering usually reverts back to 1
throughi40
Confusing? Just to make things even

more difficult, many of these radios also
use the terms low, mid, and high for the
bands. Low on one of these sets is mid

on the former type, and mid is high
band! You can see that for the unwary it
is very easy to gel lost. It is a sure sign
that if a band switch is marked low, mid

and high and on the mid setting the
display reads from 41 to 80 then the
bands are those marked mid, high and
super-high on table 4. If the display
reads 1 to 40, though, it doesn't
necessarily mean that the set covers
low. mid, and high.

Transceivers with 80 or 120 channels

were all the rage at one time but they
have faded into insignificance against
many of the "Export" sets now available

that cover super-low to super-high, i.e.
200 channels. It is well worth

remembering that different people use
different terms when referring to the
various bands. After all, the makers
couldn't agree about low, mid, and high!
Sometimes they then call the bands
below and above these super-low and
super-high! You'll meet the odd one too
who talks about extra-low and ultra-low

and generally makes a right hash-up of
everything.

Whilst it is common in many European
countries to have radios covering the
five bands listed, beyond these limits
activity (of the CB kind) is very much
reduced. Super-high extends well into
the 10-meter amateur band and super-
low just touches the 11-meter broadcast
band anyway, which are both out-of-
bounds to most sensible operators. To
complete the picture most wideband
transceivers now have a shift control to
allow operation anywhere between
channels by giving a plus or minus 5kHz
shift. Finally to fill in those gaps where
the channels jump 20kHz you will often
find a switch that shifts everything up by
10kHz; failing that the shift control will go
up and down 10kHz rather than 5kHz.
Before leaving this subject one final
word — use of low. high, super-high,
super-low, shift controls etc is
completely outside the terms of the
licence and totally illegal throughout the
world. In some countries you might get
away with it but in others there are very
heavy penalties. We've covered these
bands here just to fill you in on what is
used and how these bands fit around the

others. You have been warned!

As you probably already realize, legal
CB arrived in England a little late and
people were already using illegally
imported equipment, mostly on mid-
band AM. Being the odd one out, as
usual of course, Britain decided to use
channels that were totally different to
everywhere else in the world. In defence
of the government's decision, however, it
must be stated that paging systems and
alarm devices were already occupying
frequencies inside mid-band in this
country.
Table 5 shows the frequencies

chosen. Firstly, there are no skips as with
most other countries and the channels

go in straight 10kHz increments all the
way up. Secondly, the channels aren't in
multiples of 5kHz as with everywhere
else, hence the 125 on the end of every
frequency instead of just 5. Thirdly, the
channels are well above those of mid-

band. if you look closely you will see that
British channel 1 lies a little below

high-band channel 16 (or 56 if you
prefer). Channel 26 lies just below high-
band channel 40 and UK channels 27 to

40 interleave with super-high channels.
This is the main reason why when
conditions are right (or wrong, depending
on your point of view), people complain
of sideband interference on their sets. All
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Table 1. Pre-1976FCC

Allocations

1 26.965

2 26.975

3 26.985

4 27.005

5 27.015

6 27.025

7 27.035

8 27.055

9 27.065

10 27.075

11 27.085

12 27.105

13 27.115

14 27.125

15 27.135

16 27.155

17 27.165

18 27.175

19 27.185

20 27.205

21 27.215

22 27.225

23 27.255

Table 2. Radio-control

channels

Brown 26.995

Red 27.045

Orange 27.095

Yellow 27.145

Green 27.195

Blue 27.245

those high-powered Italian and Spanish
stations were using high-band long
before the British channels were

allocated. Maybe they're not supposed
to be there but that doesn't help you talk
up the road when you're getting wlped-
out; the fact is that they are there, like it
or not.

So what of the new MPT-1333? Quite a

while ago the EEC established a
"standard" for CB with the ultimate aim

of getting every member of the common
market to adhere to it. The plans are for

4-watts. FM on mid-band 40 channels.
This is the standard already in use by
many countries, including Ireland. Some
countries have already stated their
intentions to change to this system and
others have made no plans to change
from their own individual schemes. MPT-

1333, then, is a step towards this EEC
goal. Some people seem to be under the
impression that the "new" channels are
iust that, never before been touched by

Table 3. Current FCC CB Allocation

1 26.965 21 27.215

2 26.975 22 27.225

3 26.985 23 27.555

4 27.005 24 27.235

5 27.015 25 27.245

6 27.025 26 27.265

7 27.035 27 27.275

8 27.055 28 27.285

9 27.065 29 27.295

10 27.075 30 27.305

11 27.085 31 27.315

12 27.105 32 27.325

13 27.115 33 27.335

14 27.125 34 27.345

15 27.135 35 27.355

16 27.155 36 27.365

17 27.165 37 27.375

18 27.175 38 27.385

19 27.185 39 27.395

20 27.205 40 27.405
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the ravages of CB. This is not so, they
are just the channels that are authorized
for CB throughout the world. As far as
the allocations go, that just about wraps
it up.

To finish off then, one or two

implications of changing to mid-band if
you've never used it before. First of all, to
dispel! some popular rumours — you will
not magically get out ten times as far just
by changing to mid-band. The
differences in frequency between the
two bands is so little as to make no

practical difference. 4-watts on mid-
band wilt go just as far as 4-watts on the
original UK channels. If you enjoy DXing,
however, the big difference is that there
are obviously more foreign stations on
mid-band because that is their legal
band. When the propagation opens up
over Europe you'll get long-distance
contacts with absolutely no trouble at all.
lyiost of the stations up on high-band that
overlaps the old British allocation use
SSB so are unintelligible on UK sets.
Now for the bad news — if you think

our present channels get crowded
sometimes just listen on mid-band in the
height of summer. As I write this we are
just a few days away from the
authorization of mid-band so by the time
you get to read this many of you will no
doubt be legally using it. You will have
discovered that when the skip is running
it is very difficult to talk more than a
couple of miles locally. Of course Mh
millions of people on the continent using
these channels it is bound to happen. If
you were using CB in about 1979/80
(naughty!), you'll remember those
summer days when you could find some
quiet place on top of a hill and talk into
the Slates almost every afternoon on
4-watts of AMI As sunspol activity runs in
11 -year cycles we are on the gradual
build-up again towards this situation. By
about 1990 you can bet that, during the
daytime, local range will be almost non
existent. If you want the DX it is fine but if
you want local contacts you may be
better off on the "old" channels.

Which band(s} you choose to use
must be left up to you but we've tried to
show how they came about and what to
expect. Happy talking!

Table 4. All commonly-used CB channels

Channel S/Low Low Mid Hi S/Hi

1 26.065 26.515 26.965 27.415 27.865

2 26.075 26.525 26.975 27.425 27.875

3 26.085 26.535 26.985 27.435 27.885

4 26.105 26.555 27.005 27.455 27.905

5 26.115 26.565 27.015 27.465 27.915

6 26.125 26.575 27.025 27.475 27.925

7 26.135 26.585 27.035 27.485 27.935

8 26.155 26.605 27.055 27.505 27.955

9 26.165 26.615 27.065 27.515 27.965

10 26.175 26.625 27.075 27.525 27.975

11 26.185 26.635 27.085 27.535 27.985

12 26.205 26.655 27.105 27.555 28.005

13 26.215 26.665 27.115 27.565 28.015

14 26.225 26.675 27.125 27.575 28.025

15 26.235 26.685 27.135 27.585 28.035

16 26.255 26.705 27.155 27.605 28.055

17 26.265 26.715 27.165 27.615 28.065

18 26.275 26.725 27.175 27.625 28.075

19 26.285 26.735 27.185 27,635 28.085

20 26.305 26.755 27,205 27.655 28.105

21 26.315 26.765 27.215 27.665 28.115

22 26.325 26.775 27.225 27.675 28.125

23 26.355 26.805 27.255 27.705 28.155

24 26.335 26.785 27.235 27.685 28.135

25 26.345 26.795 27.245 27.695 28.145

26 26.365 26.815 27.265 27.715 28.165

27 26,375 26.825 27.275 27.725 28.175

28 26.385 26.835 27.285 27.735 28.185

29 26.395 26.845 27.295 27.745 28.195

30 26.405 26.855 27.305 27.755 28.205

31 26.415 26.865 27.315 27.765 28.215

32 26.425 26.875 27.325 27.775 28.225

33 26.435 26.885 27.335 27.785 28.235

34 26.445 26.895 27.345 27.795 28.245

35 26,455 26.905 27.355 27.805 28.255

36 26,465 26.915 27.365 27.815 28.265

37 26.475 26.925 27.375 27.825 28.275

38 26.485 26.935 27.385 27.835 28.285

39 26.495 26.945 27.395 27.845 28.295

40 26.505 26.955 27.405 27.855 28.305

Table 5. UK Channels, assigned in 1981

1 27.60125 11 27.70125 21 27.80125 31 27.90125

2 27.61125 12 27.71125 22 27.81125 32 27.91125

3 27.62125 13 27.72125 23 27.82125 33 27.92125

4 27.63125 14 27.73125 24 27.83125 34 27.93125

5 27.64125 15 27.74125 25 27.84125 35 27.94125

6 27.65125 16 27.75125 26 27.85125 36 27.95125

7 27.66125 17 27.76125 27 27.86125 37 27.96125

8 27.67125 18 27.77125 28 27.87125 38 27.97125

9 27.68125 19 27.78125 29 27.88125 39 27.98125

10 27.69125 20 27.79125 30 27.89125 40 27.99125
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GUILDFORD COMMUNICATIONS

934 Mhz preamps

Masthead £99.95 in line £84.95

SUPERIOR Performance

GREATER Sensitivity

LONGER Range up to 14 Db gain

34, Aldershot Rd, Guildford, Surrey, GU2 6AF
Tel: 0483/574434

Serving CBers since 1979 S.AE for 1000 item price list
TRADE ENQUIRES WELCOME

Please
mention

when replying
to all

Adverts
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ACCESSORIES

WHOLESALE
DEALERS

TEL: 061-445-8918 061-434-5701 WE DELIVER NATIONWIDE —

Giant range of CBs and
accessories, contact us today for
fast, friendly service, competitive
prices, widest range and latest CB

products.
OPEN EVERY DAY. SUNDAY BY APPOINTMENT

Telex: 666762 PAMACO G Pama House, 433 Wilmslow Road, Manchester M20 9AF

DEVONAVON CHESHIRE

Gloucester Rd, Patchway,
Bristol. Tel: 0272 694331

All your CB requirements including
934 cordless telephones and
portables. Personal service.

Why not ring us?
-y

LARGEST STOCKISTOF NEW
AND S/HANDCB EQUIPMENT

IN THE CREWE AREA
CB37
Valebrook,

Wistaston Road, Crewe
027O»2S8186 day 841418 «v«s

MONTS
CB CENTRE & CAFE
All CB Equipment supplied and fitted.

NEW CEPT OB'S AVAILABLE NOW

Open 6.30am-7.00pm WEEKDAYS &
6.30pm-12.00pm SATURDAYS

Old A38. LfVERTON Nr NEWTON ABBOT
TEL 062682 333

BEDFORDSHIRE B CHESHIRE 1 DEVON

CB CENTRE
CB Radio Soecialisis

CoMiiiierciai CB Radio Services

CB repairs service Open 7 flays

The Motorists Shop,
207 Ashton Parade. Lenthall Ave.

Grays. Essex RM17 5AA.

Contact Bruce Wood

(0375) 383 428.

ESSEX

ELECTRO COMM
NEW CB SHOP

2A Tennyson Rd, Luton
Tel: 0S82 458310

CB RADIOS ALL

ACCESSORIES. RELIABLE
.SPEEDY REPAIR SERVICE.
USED CB s BOUGHT AND SOLD

(Open 9-6 Mon-Saf)
V} mile town centre

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

THE TV SHOP
MILTON KEYNES LARGEST

STOCKIST OF CB EQUIPMENT

For repairs, spares, accessories,
and all your CB needs

3 Croftcouit, Stony Stratford
Milton Keynes,

Buckinghamshire MK11 1 HS
Tel 0908 565981

PENKETH ELECTRONICS
&CB SUPPLIES

5 Chapel Road, Penketh, Warrington
We are the CB stockists for the

Cheshire/Merseyside area. Sales &
Service. Audio & Hi-Fi Accessories.
Secondhand Hi-R bought and sold.

Telephone 092 572 3282
Open 9.30-5 (except VV6dS Sun)

CHESHIRE

STOCKPORT

CB CENTRE
Biggest range of rigs and

accessories in N.W.

Quick repairs, part-exchange
on all Items.

14 Buxton Road, Heavtley,

Stockport. Tel: 061-477 6483

AGRIMOTORS
Merton CB & Radio Centre
Merlon Garage & Post Office, Merton.

Nr Oakhampton EX20 3DZ

Open 6 days 9-6
(Sundays by appointment)
Specialists in 934MHz

Suppliers of all 27Mhz and 934Mhz
equipment

TeL 08053-200

DORSET

WEYMOUTH OPEN CHANNEL
27 & 934MHz

Extensive stock always available
Inc. 200 types of aerial!
Also phone equipment
& computer software
Open JO-5.30 Mon-Sal

Telephone enquiries & mailorder
welcome

91A Chickerell Road, Weymouth,
Dorset

Telephone no: Q305-787777

WOODFQRDCB CENTRE
528 Chigweil Road, Woodford

Bridge, Woodford Green,
Tef: 01-504 9652

We offer a full repair service and rig
conversions. We will match any

genuine advertised piice.

LARGE RANGE OF CB EQUIPMENT
Open Tues-Sat lOam-Spm

HAVERING
COMMUNICATIONS
CB EQUIPMENT

Telephones and Answering Machines
ACCESSORIES

Best CB repair service in Ifie area
210HonKhurch Road,

Homchurch, Essex RM111QJ aaa
(04024)76437

CAMBS. CORNWALL
DURHAM ESSEX

Tow«r
Commufitcation

Everything for the 27MH2 &
934MHz CBer, Radio Amateur

or SWL.

★. First Class Sales & Service *
11 High Street,

Haddenham, Cambe.
Tel: Ely (0353) 740306

CHAT BACK CB CENTRE
FULL STOCKS OF 934MHZ & 27MHZ
AMATEUR RADIO — PMR & NEW CEPT
CORDLESS PHONES — REPAIRS

Opening Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-5pm
Sat9am-lpm

Easthill, Tuckingmiii, Camborne,
Comwall TR14 80L

Tel: 0209-715773

IAN FISHER
COMMUNICATIONS
OF STANHOPE

Main disltiDutors ol 77 MHr C8 Radios and in« new

CEPT radios including SATCOM AND ONT Oisliitiutois
(0193AMHZ Muigment Large stocks 0' coawl cade
Plugs, sockets, and adaolors Also Greenpar. BNC and k
typo plugs

Itokel Shop. Market Place, Stanhope.
Biahop, AueUand.

Open Mon-Sal10.30-e.0pm. Sun. 2.30pm-4.30p[n

CB RADIO &

MODEL HOBBIES
Parndon Mill, Parndon Mill Lane
(next to rugby club), Harlow.
TELEPHONE: 0279 418817

C.B., REPAIRS, TELEPHONE
EQUiPMEMT, IN*CAR RADIO,

RADIO-CONTROL
Open: Mon-Sal 9.30am-6pm

Sundays 10am-12am
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ACCESSORIES

WHOLESALE
CB radios, aerials & accessories
delivered to your shop. Contact
for price list.

Pama House, 433 Wilmslow Road,
Manchester M20 9AF. OPEN EVERY DAY, SUNDAY BY APPOINTMENT

NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

DEALERS contact us today for
Fast, Friendly Service, Competitive
Prices, Widest Range & Latest

CB Products

Tel: 061-445-8918 061-434-5701

Telex: 666762 PAMACO G

FOREST OF DEAN HAMPSHIRE LANGS MANCHESTER

HOME OFTHE

CB ROADSHOW
VISIT OUR BASE 20,

INSULTING AND DIABOLICAL
SERVICE OUR SPECIALITY.
34 FOREST VALE ROAD,
FOREST VALE IND. EST.,
CINDERFORD, GLOS.

TEL: 0594 22244
OPEN MON-FRI ALL DA Y

GLOUCESTERSHIRE

I'),-11,

Block 3B. Upper Mills Eslale.
Bristol Road. Stonehouse Glos.
Tel: 045 382 6710
June. 13, M5. Siroud exit.

First right past the Ship Inn
Open: 9-5 Mon-Sat.

C.E.P.T./UK, FM/934 MHz

Send f / (5 first class stamp tor
our latest catalogue.

Cheques/posal orders payable
to D.E.S.

HAMPSHIRE

CB EQUIPIVIENT
Telephone and

Communication Systems
Complete Repair Service

Accessories
IziVINCHESTER ELECTRIC-.

46-48 St Georges Street
Winchester

(0962) 54743

OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK

P. SQUIRE (ANDOVER) LTD.
19 Bridge Street, ANDOVER, Hants

Tel: 0264-52623

SPECIALISTS IN
CB SALES AND SERVICE
Very large selection ol Rigs and

Accessories.

Repairs, artd Services Reesonable
pricee. Expert Advice — Free.

Otit-n H 30 10 5 30 (excl Wt-O & Sun I

BREAKER'S W^'.^RLD
We are the experts in

communication.

Full range of CB and
accessories in stock.

Fully equipped workshop for
repairs.

Open 7 days a week
Mon-Sat 10am-6pm

Sun lOam-lpm, 04203-4684

KENT

ONE STOP
ELECTRONICS

126A Maidstone Road,
Rochester, Kent

Tel: 0634 400179

SALES —SERVICE—REPAIRS
SPARES — 934 - 27FM

SATELLITE T.V.

KENT

R G ELECTRONICS
For all your C.B. equipment

Established six years

Open six days Mon — Sat
HP Terms available

For Mall Order Catalogue send two
18p stamps to 64 Oxford Street,

WhilstablR Kent CT5 1
Tel: 0227 262319

SHOP
I SI l.-nr, t Raid .rrl 11*1 I OMi

Cu.flfnd 6.'i;i

FOR ALLYOUR
COMMUNICATION REQUIREMENTS
CB, RADIOS, AMATEUR RADIO

ACCESSORIES

Installation & repairs
* METAL DETECTORS *
MAIL ORDER SERVICE

"commufveate with eonMence"

TIGERS CAGE
CB SUPPLIES

FOR ALL YOUR CB NEEDS
MAILORDER WELCOME

Open: Mon-Sat 9am-6pm
Sun 9am-4Dm

343, Chorley New Road,
Horwlch, Lanes, Tel: 0204 68218

LINCOLNSHIRE

27/934MHZCB

LINCOLNSHIRE
AGENTS FOR
NEVADA 934

Come and see us at

MItier Telecommunications
The Parade, Cherry Wllllnsham.
Lincoln, Tel: (0522) 754279

__ (24 hour attewering aervlce.
PJ Frea parking for up to SO care)

LONDON

HENRY'S
934MHzand27MHz

CB an(j accessories

catalogue S.A.E.
404 Edgware Road,
London W2 1ED

01-724-0323

Open 6 days a week

ALPHA'S CB CENTRES
224 Balaam Street, London El 3

Tel: 01-471 5589
Open: Mon-Sal 9am-7oni:

Sunday10am-2pm

ALSO
EX ZULU/ONE/FOUR,

132 Ueylonstone High Road,El5.
Tel: 01 -555 8045. Open; Mon-Sat

9am-5 30pm.
T/A Balaam St. Motors

~~sa~
Alarm and Communications Equipment

FOR ALL YOUR CB REQUIREMENTS

WIDEST RANGE

IN UK
OPEN EVERY DAY

061-445 6918
061-445 4757

Telephone Orders Welcome
433 Wilmslow Road, WIthlngton

(opp. Library) Manchester

MIDDLESEX

CB EXCHANGE
For rigs, accessories

and repairs
Part exchange welcome

475 STAINES RD,
BEDFONT, MIDDLESEX
(Nr Barclays Bank)

01-890 0900
WE RARELY CLOSE

NORFOLK

PARKSIDE CB CENTRE

CB Radio specialist.
Extensive range stocked. Mail order
service available. Phone for details.

Agenis for Nevada 934. CB repairs &
modifications undertaken.

At 48 Fakenham Rd. Thursford.
Fakenham, l4ortolk

(0328) 77402

NORFOLK

B A YEOMANS & SON
TV and Eiectrical

65 North Walsham Rd.,
Norwich, Norfolk
Tel: 0603 46294

Discount CB/Anything electricai.
Savings just a phone cali away.

Used CB bought and sold.
CB REPAIR SPECIALISTS

TRADE WELCOME
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ACCESSORIES

XB555S3X WHOLESALE Giant range of CBs andm  CliKnMS ■ ncAi CDC accessories, contact us today for
I  ̂ I UtALtHo fast, friendly service, competitive

M  prices, widest range and latest CB
products.

TEL: 061-445-8918 061-434-5701 WE DELIVER NATIONWIDE — OPEN EVERY DAY. SUNDAY BY APPOINTMENT
Telex: 666762 PAMACO G Pama House, 433 Wllmsiow Road, Manchester M20 9AF

NORFOLK SUFFOLK SUSSEX SOUTH YORKSHIRE

unDU/icu

COMMUNICATIONS CENTRE

Tatk to the Experts
Backed by the most comprehensive

Range of Quality Equipment
in Norfolk.

KEENEST PRICES • PART EXCHANGE

WELCOME

111 THE CflOMER ROAD, HELLESDON,
NORWICH, NORFOLK

TEL: (0603)47694

NORTHAMPTON

MARSHION ELECTRONICS
366 Sprtng Roari. Ipswich, Suffolk.

TEL: Ipswich (0473) 75476

Open: 9,30-5,30 Tues-Sai
CB 934 and electronic

components

WHY NOT TRY US FIRST?

SURREY

KIRKMAN
NEW RIGS IN STOCK

AERIALS AND

ACCESSORIES

3A South Road

Haywards Heath
Tel: (0444) 455405

CB

IXL ELECTRICAL
REPAIRS. NEW ANDS/HANO

'I RIGS AND TWIGS.

394 LANGSETT RD

SHEFFIELD

\ 0742 337857fi

t ^ 9—6 Mon • Sat

WEST MIDLANDS SOUTH YORKSHIRE

EARLS BARTON CB SHOP

(RMR eng)
FULL RANGE CB EQUIPMENT

SERVICE AND REPAIRS

Open Monday — Friday 9-6
Saturday 9-5

Sunday 10.30-12.30

36a DOODINGTON ROAD

(STD 0604) 810000

GUILDFORD

CB

Surrey's biggesi
slockisls ot CB
equipmeni and
accessories

Low prices, lechnlcal know-how.
Repairs. 934 and Amaleur.
Cobras and Yaesu wanted.

34 Aldvrthot Rd.. QuHdford 574434

HEWARD'S HOME STORES

LTD (Established 1963)
822/4 Kingstandtng Road,
Birmingham B44 9RT.

Tel: 021-354 2083

G4RJW wilh 38 years m The Radio
Trade Ham Equipment urgently

warned Open: Mon-Sal 9-6
WE WELCOME ALL CB'ers

NORTH SATURN
COMMUNICfiTIONS

Tne Communicahon Specialists

CB - PMR - CORDLESS PHONES
IN-CAR TELEPHONES

Mobile Phones, Cellnet/Vodefone

SOdeon Arcade, Hallgate, Doncaeler
South Yorkshire DN1 3LZ

Tel: (0302) 66352 & 65991
Mobile Phone 0836 608111

OXFORDSHIRE SURREY YORKSHIRE WEST YORKSHIRE

"WMODULATIONS

COMMUNICATIONS

62 Wootton Road,
Abingdon, Oxon.

OX14 1JD

Tel: 0235 • 21400

Open: 6 days Mon-Sat
9-5.30

Instant credit facilities Agents for
934 MHZ. Wholesale, Retail and

NEW CEPT CB NOW AVAILABLE

nine) Baron
Rigs-Twigs and other Bits
Supplied and Repaired

Phone BOB on
B^leet
(09323)49377
(24 hour
27 -934 - AMATEUR • PMR& TELEPHONES
ACCESSAND VISA CARDS WELCtME

MAILORDERATCOST

PC Box 88, WEYBRIDGE, KT13 ORT

;LEN
ELCCTl^GNICS ETC.-

We monitor channel

0723-373914

or eyeball at:
147 VICTORIA ROAD,
SCARBOROUGH,
YORKSHIRE

SUPERSLAB CB CENTRE
John A, Dobbins Lid
Bradlord Road, A650,

East Afdsley, Nr. Wakefleld
Tel: 0»2 524586

LARGEST STOCKIST OF CB
EQUIPMENT IN THE NORTH

(Trade and Retail)
Full Repairs Service

Mall Order ■■

SOMERSET

TRAVELLING LIGHT
{CIDERMAN)

* BEST RANGE AND SERVICE

* COVERING SOMERSET, AVON. WILTS
* FULL REPAIR SERVICE ALL MODES
* SECONDHAND OB'S BOUGHT AND

SOLD

* ALL TYPES OF TELEPHONES
STOCKED

Try us. we are the oldest CB shop tor
miles and still going sfrong.

Mon-Sal 9-5.30, Sun 10.30-1.00
TEL: 0373 06281

SUSSEX

Tho €•!!.

r<'ntre
Inrange Ltd, 8 Marine Court,
St. Leonards on Sea.
Tel: Ha8tings(0424)443185/442025

Open: Monday loSaturday 9.30—5.30
Retails Wholesale

YORKSHIRE

EMPRESS TRADING CO

THE NO. 1 CB SHOP

Always new and secorxlhand CBs m stock.
The new European trequencyCB's nowm

stock. (Ptease nog lor eoqury). Also
watches, telephones, TV & 2 way taxi

aerials, m-car radio and electrical goods.

564 Thornton Road, Bradlord 808 9NF
Tel: (0274) 499340

S W WALES

THE PEMBROKESHIRE
CENTRE

★ Tel: 0646 687137

C8 RADIOS SALES AND SERVICE
NEWCEPTINSTOCK AUTHORISEO

UOOUUTOR DEALER BUSINESS USERS
CATERED FOR

Send 2 > 2Sp slamps Ic catalogue lo:

11 a Pembroke St., Pembroke Dock, Dyfed

Opening rwure ei, 2.1 se, ̂,2 day Weda.
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01
437

CLASSIFIED
Lineage: 54p per word including VAT

Minimum t5 words
Semi Display: £8.50 per single column centimetre

Minimum 2.5 centimetres

Sue Curtis, CB Classified Dept. Argus.Specialist
Publications Ltd, 1 Golden Square, London W1R

3AB

ACCESSORIES

WHOLESALE
CB radios, aerials & accessories
delivered to your shop. Contact
for price list.

Rama House, 433 Wilmslow Road,
Manchester M20 9AF.

NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

DEALERS contact us today for
Fast, Friendly Service, Competitive
Prices, Widest Range & Latest

08 Products

OPEN EVERY DAY, SUNDAY BY APPOINTMENT
Tel: 061-445-8918 061-434-5701

Telex; 666762 PAMACO G

S. J. TONKS
CB COMPONENTS

Large range of C6 radios, accesories and
components.

PC 404 (UNIDEN) full service manual
available now £4.95 Inc p&p

QSL ENVELOPES pack of 100 £2 Inc p&p
HOTEL 220/230 front panel £1.95 inc p&p

Write or phone for FREE price list
53/55 DARLASTON ROAD

WALSALL

WEST MIDLANDS

0922646710

Onfy 2 mins from Jet 9 on M6

With a guaranteed
circulation of

13,000 you
must plan your
advertising with

'CB'. Ring
Sue Curtis

on 01-437 0626

for details.

NEW LEGAL FREQUENCY
CHEAP OB'S AVAILABLE SOON

CONVERSION KIT UNIACDAUOIOLINE. £6.99 (Converting CB's to new frequency not legal)
CONVERSION KITS- OTHER CB s, £9.99

THE AERIALS BELOW SUIT EITHER FREQUENCY
"ifiundertjolt 5.99 TaxfHam Higain ̂ ,5 4.99 5ft Centre Loaded 6.50
Super TbunderOolt 6.99 5ft Base Loaded 3.50 5lt2Coil 8.50
LongColl 7.99 2t1 Base Loaded 3.50 IttRubber 3.99
Twin Thundertwit 9.99 3f1 Centre Loaded 4.99 Saturn Base 15.99
Super Modulator 10.99

BAYEOMANS&SON
65 North Walsham Road, Norwich 0603 46294

SCANNING
RECEIVERS

CARDS, STICKERS & BADGES

PLANS

SURVEILLANCE DEVICES,
Bug Detectors, Voice, Scram
bler, Directional Microphone,
Many others. SAE for list. Plan
Centre, Old String Works, Bye
St., Ledbury HR8 2AA.

T/SHIRT

PRINTING

CAST IRON, short-run T-shirt
printing and design. Phone
Elen on 01-469 0754.

GLOSSY QSL and Eyeball
Cards. Many colourswith gold/
silver/coloured lettering. S.a.e.
order form and samples. Sharp
Graphics, P.O. Box 3, Grange-
mouth FK3 9BD. (0324)
473432.

LOWEST PRICED rubber
stamps, printing etc. Huge
range, catalogue SAE, Jones,
St ivy, North Road, Queenbor-
ough, Kent ME11 SET.

WANTED

URGENT. Service Manuals
Wanted. Communicator, Max-
corn, Planet, others, legal UK
only. Scrap rigs, test gear,
new replacement parts: Paul
Simpson, 41 Nairn Ave, Derby
DE2 6BU.

Full Colour OSLS 1000 ESS
• Peraonallsad OSLS 1000 £16.50

• Eyeball CardslOOO £11
• Embroidered Patches 100 £100

(sample £2) • Club Stamps —
Mounted 50 £50 • Patches3"dia. in up

10 9 colours Club stamps 1" dial

t  DIYOSLS IO0C2 50
r Eyeball Cards tOOCl >0
OIY Bargain Pack WO of each C3

SAS£ for details: CURRIE OSLS
Room 2,89 Derweni St., Consefi,
Co. Durham, DHB 8LT, England

CRYSTALS

QUARTZ CRYSTALS and
filters. Phone fordetails/SA.E.

list. Gclledge Electronics,
Merriott, Somerset TA16 5NS.
Tel: 0460-73718.

To Advertise

Ring 01-437 0626

NEW YEAR COPY DEADLINES

January Issue - 10th November

February Issue - 30th November

March Issue • 12th January 1988

HEMBRODISCONE

SCANNING RECEIVER it
WIDEBAND ANTENNA

' i

RECEIVE 70-700MHZ

TRANSMIT 70-500MHZ

MAX POWER 500W £22
GAIN 3.5dB

HEMBRO
INTERNATIONAL LTD

61 South Road, Sparkbrook,
Birmingham B111EX

Tel: 021 771 2645 (1755)

TERMS AND

CONDITIONS

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING

TERMS & CONDITIONS

Our lExms lor mw ailverbsers (semiKlisplay atxi
lineagel are sincly pro-lorma payments until
salislactoiy reference can be taken up (excluding
recognised advertising egencles). Cheques and
P.O.'s should tx) crossed end made payable to
AFW3US SPECIALIST PUBLICATIONS LTD. and

sent together wuh the adventsemeni to:

"The Classihed Depl
No 1 GoUeri Square.
London WiR

There are no foimtxjrsemenis tor canceltations.

Advertisomonls arriving too iaie for e particular
issuo win bo nsoned m mo foncMring issue unless

accompanied by instnjctionslothe contrary, "his
the responsmriity of the advertisrx to ensure that

the first irtsorlion of every sones is publislted
correcify, and crxrections must be notified In time
for the second insertion, otherwise the puWisbers

will not accepi any llabilily or offer any reducbon
in charges."

An advertismg sales are sutifecl to Govemmenl
Regulanona concsrrtaig VAT. Advertisers are
resportsAle tor complying with the vanous legal
requiremenls n force eg: The Trade Descftpdcn
Act, se> dncnmnalion act A the business adver-

bsments (disclosure) order 1977.

Full terns i Conditions of Advertisihg avaiiabto
on request.
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ACCESSORIES

WHOLESALE
DEALERS

TEL: 061-445-8918 061-434-5701 WE DELIVER NATIONWIDE —

Giant range of CBs and
accessories, contact us today for
fast, friendly service, competitive
prices, widest range and latest CB

products.
OPEN EVERY DAY, SUNDAY BY APPOINTMENT

Telex: 666762 PAMACO G Pama House, 433 Wilmslow Road, Manchester M20 9AF

TRUCK

ADVERTISE YOUR

CAFE HERE-

Ring Sue Curtis
on

01-437 0626

FOR DETAILS OF

SERIES DISCOUNTS

MODULATIONS A34 trunk RD. oxford
COMMUNICATIONS <
62 WOOTTON ROAD,
ABINGDON, OXON I  1
TEL 0235-21400 T  i

'nm ,Open Mon-Sat 9-5.30
Agents for 934 MHz
Wholesale, new CEPT CB V

radios now available

TRUCKERS WELCOME .0fua%i

BRIGGS CAFE AND MOTEL
Undei New Management

(0532) 652168

WHITEHALL ROAD, DRIGHLINGTON.

"Bed, breakfast and
evening meal £9.50"

25double rooms and 20single
rooms, ceniral heating. H S C

showers-

Also CO'Ou'Tv lounge iicenseo
rjbr ,1'Ki cluh on the A58

Loons Road

CLASSIFIED COUPON
CITIZENS' BAND Classified Ad. Dept, ASP Ltd.
1 Golden Square, London WIR 3AB
Private and Trade rate 54p per word (VAT inclusive) miniumum 15 words. Display box rate £8.50 (+ VAT) per single column
centimetre (minimum 2.5cm). NO CLASSIFIED REIMBRURSEMENTS. ALL ADS MUST BE PRE-PAID.

Expiry Dale For £

Name....

Address.

Please debit my Access/Barclaycard No.

I enclose my cheque/postal order for £..,. for.... insertions,
made payable to Argus Specialist Publications.

□Aaessones □CSB. □ForSaie □CWb

Tel No. (Day)..

Signature Date.

QTruckStcp QOltier please stae

i
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MAIL ORDER — WHOLESALE

RIGS

uniden
100

One, of Ihe most popular Mobile Rigs
around, It has excellent sensitivity and anti
'bleed over' facility of the 200.

uniden
200

One of the best mobiles around with R.F.

gain, tone control and other features, it has
a good sensitive RX section with low 'bleed
over'.

uniden
300

Undoubtedly the 300 is the best selling
base station in the U.K. It's features include
mic gain, R.F. gain, power and tone controls
and S meter. Value for mqupy? It's unbeat
able.

uniden
400

Exceptional performance from this dual-
purpose hand portable. Can be mounted
under the dash and when away from the car
— hiking, walking, fishing etc — it will keep
you in touch.

The first available rig for CEPTfrequencies
manufactured to the highest standards,
Features include mic gain, R.F. gain,
squelch, 40 channels and a low "bleed
over'.

MIDLAND

77104

MINI

MOBILE

It doesn't need to be big! The Mini Mobile is
the smallest rig available but don't be
deceived; it has exceptional performance
lor it's size.

MIDLAND 77805 HAND PORTABLE

The PAMA-TRl THE high p

AERIALS

RAMA Super-Trucker

RAMA Star-Seeker

MOUNTS

erformance aerial. It's pre-tuned so no
s.w.r-ing necessary. S.W.R. better than 1:1-1,
Centre loaded with built-in spring. A mobile aerial
that bounces back from life's little knocks.

Our newest addition to the RAMA range. S.W.R.
better than 1:1-2. Outstanding performance and
value.

£14

£12

FROM £10

£13 with gutter mount
£17 with magnetic mount

ACCESSORIES

5" diameter chrome magnet £11
Right angled mirror. Aluminium mount
Flat bar mirror. Aluminium mount £5

Stud Mount £2.50

RAMA — Power Mic: 510

£6 50 RAMA — Power Mic; 531 {wire mesh and good clarity)
RAMA — Replacement MIC: 520 (Hexagonal shape)

(with proven design)
RAMA — Replacement MIC: 507
RAMA — PAM 27 Echo Power Mic

Cept approved CBS from

CEPT Frequencies
DNT

Contact 40 Channel

FM Mobile

Channel 9 Indicator

T/X Indicator

#
■ ALL PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE AND PACKING '

PAMA HOUSE
433 WILIWSLOW ROAD. MANCHESTER

TELEX 666762 PAMACOG.

LATEST UNIDEN

PC-4 4 WATTS

HANDHELD

CEPT FREQUENCIES £99

£10.95 with plug
£6.50 with plug

£5.50 with plug

£20.00 with plug

PACKAGE PLUS

DNT Contact 40+

PAMA TRI Aerial +

Chrome Mag Mount

£109.95

061 445 8918

TEL: 061 434 5701


